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Bacchae Adaptation a Success
In Rave: The Bacchae of Euripedes — Remixed, Dionysus and
BAILEY TRIGGS
ARTS EDITOR
I've decided I want to trans-
fer back to high school, to the
Greater Hartford Academy of
the Arts, to be specific. I got to
find out first-hand what I was
missing when I walked down to
the Black Box Theater in the
Washington St. to watch their
production of Rave: The
Bacchae of Euripedes -
Remixed. Rave is an adaptation
by Greater Hartford Academy of
the Arts Director and Core
Teacher Brian Jennings of the
Euripedes.
Rave is not your typical high
school theater production.
(Unless your typical high school
theater production was heavy on
the fishnets, black lipstick, and
rock music, and then perhaps I'd
consider transferring to your
school too). As Jennings puts it
j^his director's notein tjiebegin-
nSn'gT of the 'program:1 *1t*s tiki"
gods and kings and fate. It's
punks and jocks and rock and
roll."
For those not familiar with
The Bacchae of Euripedes, I'll
give you a brief Greek tragedy
Ah M
his Bacchae live for the rave.
follows the story of the half-man
half-god Dionysus and his troop
of adoring female worshippers,
the Bacchae. Dionysus and his
Bacchae are having a grand old
time drinking, dancing, and tear-
ing apart animals with their bare
hands (sounds like a typical
Saturday night here at Trinity),
when Pentheus. comes along
Greek tragedy The Bacchae of brush-up course. The Bacchae
History Illustrated by
Puerto Rican Poster
KEVIN KEATING
ARTS WRITER
One thing Trinity College
should never be accused of is lack
of variety in the artwork present-
ed in the Austin Arts Center.
Sure, there's the common concep-
tion (and I would say, "mis-con-
ception") that all the performanc-
es are "weird, experimental per-
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A poster in the exhibit
formance art." Sure, they may
seem weird and experimental to
those of us who, in our high
school days, saw (or did) produc-
tions of A Midsummer Night's
Dream, Annie, Our Town,
Anything Goes, Romeo & Juliet,
etc. But we're not in high school
anymore folks, as I'm sure you
realized - or perhaps you haven't,
in which case the intensity with
which you hold to the traditional
and well-known makes sense.
So, what does this have to do
with anything? Allow me to
explain. This week, the Widener
Gallery in Austin Arts Center
opened its doors again after a
couple weeks of mystery and
secrecy, to unveil an explosion of
color and culture with a selection
of Puerto Rican posters from the
collection of Jack and Irene
Delano. Running all month, and
open Sunday through Friday 1 - 6
p.m., this presentation is a far cry
from last months Lyrical
Landscapes exhibit in content
(obviously) and in character.
Lyrical Landscapes was a
fine display of singing trees,
dancing prairies (with a couple of
rocks thrown in for variety), and
sits on the opposite end of the art
see PUERTO RICAN on page 19
time. He doesn't understand
how boozing and carousing can
bring anyone closer to spiritual
enlightenment so he plots to
destroy the whole thing. He
doesn't believe that Dionysus is
part god, a belief that later gets
him into some big trouble. The
tragedy ends, well, tragically
with Pentheus being ripped apart
see GREATER on page 18
Trinity Competitive
in Tuition Pricing
ALEX GORDON
MANAGING EDITOR
Trinity ranks in the mid to
upper teens for total attendance
cost in the nation and is about
median in the tuition-only catego-
During this time of rising
prices the College has substan-
tially increased its financial aid
budget over the past four years.
A recent Chronicle of Higher
Education study showed Trinity
has the fourth-highest tuition and
required fees price in the country.
However, the College ranks much
lower when ranked by tuition
only or by the combination of
tuition, required fees and room
and board.
According to the Chronicle,
Trinity's $30,230 price tag
comes in behind number one
Landmark's $35,300, followed by
Sarah Lawrence and Kenyon
Colleges and in front of New.
England Small College Athletic
Conference rivals such as
Hamilton, Bowdoin, Wesleyan
and number nine Colgate.
Senior Vice President for
West asserted that Trinity is
weakest when compared using
tuition and required fees as an
indicator, though he did not quib-
ble with the Chronicle's method-
ology.
" ... [F]or Trinity almost all
students live on campus so the
more meaningful measure of fees
we believe is tuition, required
fees [and] room and board ..."
said West. "I think we show more
favorably [when ranked in this
category]."
In this ranking scheme,
Trinity places in the mid to upper
teens in total cost at $38,040
according to West.
"The actual dollars that sepa-
rate Trinity from several colleges
that charge less such as Mt.
Holyoke and Connecticut College
are relatively small, as is also the
case with many of those that
charge more such as Wesleyan
and Middlebury," he said.
He added that Trinity has.a
higher student activities fee than
some other colleges, allowing for
more numerous and higher quali-
ty student services.
Trinity's overall tuition, fees
and room and board increase
came to 5.7 percent last year.
Wesleyan marked an increase of
6.4 percent, while WilHams and
Mt. Holyoke had increases of 5.9
percent.
In a tuition-only ranking sys-
tem Trinity is $200 above the
median price,
"On balance I think we'ic
''etfrtpefiWe," commented West.
Secretary of the College Scott
Reynolds noted some reasons tor
Trinity's price in an email, stat-
ing, "You will find higher tuitions
at schools with low faculty/stu-
dent ratios where tenured faculty
teach undergraduates [instead of
teaching assistants] ... Trinity
will be more expensive than Yale
and other research universities ...
see FINANCIAL on page 9
Looking Back to Look Forward
STEFANIE LOPEZ-BOY
STAFF WRITER
As we move forward on our
quest for the perfect president, it
is important to look back at our
history and consider what our
strengths and our weaknesses
over the years have been. Where
have we made positive progress?
How do we recapture those
things about our past that were
great but have gotten lost in the
shuffle of years? What was the
surrounding community like
many years ago? How have we
dealt and continue to deal with
these changes? Where do we go
from here?
This article is addressed not
only to the students, to put the
current socio-academic setting
into perspective, but also to the
future president, whoever he or
she may be. Interviews with a
number of professors who gradu-
ated from Trinity and have now
returned to teach here yielded
interesting and candid answers.
When President Borden
Painter arrived at Trinity in 1954,
there were more than just five
curricular hoops he had to jump
through. To begin with, there
were 40 course credits necessary
to graduate. The freshman/soph-
omore curriculum was highly
structured since every incoming
student had to take two semesters
of English, European History,
natural sciences with a lab, calcu-
lus, and a foreign language.
In addition to these require-
ments, every student had to take
one course in the arts, philosophy,
and the classical and Christian
tradition. Certain departments
such as Anthropology, American
Studies, Computer Sciences (for
obvious reasons), and
Theater/Dance did not exist at
this time. Trinity did, however^-
have a Geology Department.
see TRINITY on page 13
Ivy 1964
Prof. Ahlgren '64, almost as
handsome as today.
I N S I D E
See why the upcoming election
will shape Liberal strategy in
Opinions, page five.
Our froshie reporter got the dirt
on freshman living conditions.
See her discoveries, page eleven.
Controversy on college campus-
es over anti-Arab advertise-
ments in News, page six.
An analysis of trilogies in film
and why Matrix Revolutions
sucks so hard, page nineteen.
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The Trinity Price Tag
According to various publications including Tim New York Times and The Chronicle of Higher
Education, the cost of a Trinity education ranks in the top 20 of the nation among private institu-
tions. With a price tag slightly over $38,000 many parents and students look to the rising cost of
education with a glaring eye, accrediting the outrageous rate of inflation to the greed of the Trinity
"Higher Powers." Although a Trinity education does demand an exorbitant amount of money,
parents and students may be put at ease (even just slightly) to know that their hard earned cash is
actually used to benefit the students.
Although Trinity prizes itself on providing students with a private college education,
focusing on the exploration of academics at a rigorous level, the $150,000 that mommy and daddy
have saved over the years goes to much more than just a slogan of academic prestige. Although
$150,000 sounds like a lot of money, and certainly is for that matter, when you look at the "extra"
benefits it is able to bring students and faculty members, you may be able to digest your dinner for
an extra moment before tearing open that white envelope marked for payment with the Trinity seal
in the upper right-hand comer.
Although the Trinity landscape is always nicely trimmed and the dorms are well main-
tained, the Trinity dollar goes well beyond nice facilities and a pretty campus for both the student
!r !<-!•• -"••• the faculty. Because the College rakes in millions of dollars each year Trinity ranks
itini^jg the highest of liberal arts schools for faculty salaries, paying its professors more than
Wesleyan University among other NESCAC institutions. Trinity offers only faculty-taught classes
with no graduate student teachers or teaching assistants. Therefore, the professors Trinity attracts
to teach its students and the level of the courses offered may come at a hefty price, but they are
among the best in the country.
Thirty-eight thousand dollars also allows the students of the College more opportunities
and advantages than one might notice at first glance. Several hundred thousand dollars is allocat-
ed each year to the student organizations of the College, which grant students the ability to become
active and interested in areas outside of the classroom. Each year organizations such as the Asian
American Student Association, the French Club, the College Democrats, the Rifle Club, the
Trinitones, ConnPIRG and yours truly, Tlie Trinity Tripod are awarded a budget to carryout the goals
of its members. For instance, the Tripodis granted in excess of $14,000 a year for publication and
other necessary costs. Without such funds, the paper would not be printed and the students would
not have a forum for their voices and their work on campus. TCERT - the college's Emergency
Response Team, an organization unique to Trinity that many other liberal arts institutions do not
support, gives students interested in the field of emergency medicine a hands-on learning experi-
ence while offering a service to those on campus. ,
The campus shuttle, the off-campus shuttle, Spring Weekend (costing over $\ 20,000 each
year), the Fall Concert, the HPD officers who patrol campus, guest speakers, campus-wide pro-
grams, theatre productions, RA budgets, residence hall budgets - all ways in which the College offi-
cials make sure students and parents get the most bang for their buck: 38,040 bangs to be exact.
Although the cost of a Trinity education is hard to swallow for any individual, it may allay
some of those hostile feelings of anger and resentment to know that the family vacation your par-
ents have been planning was put on hold for the students of the College rather than the bureaucratic
leaders looking to raise the prestige of the school with a larger endowment. Trinity is looking to
raise the standard of its reputation, but this time it's doing it from the inside out. '
The Trinity Tripod is published every Monday excluding vacations, by the students of Trinity
College in Hartford, Connecticut
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(860)297-2583 (8<iO) 297-2584
Letters to The Trinity Tripod must be received by 5 p.m. on the Friday before publication. Letters should
be addressed to the Editor, not a particular individual. No unsigned or anonymous letters will be published.
However, names will be withheld at the author's request. The Tripod will not publish any letters deemed by
the editors to be an attack on an individual's character or personality. Otherwise, all opinions expressed will
be given a forum.
All letters are sole responsibility of the authors and do not necessarily reflect the views or opinions of the
Tripod. The editors of the Tripod reserve the right to edit all letters for clarity or brevity.
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Tutorial Members Respond to Criticism
To the editor:
We are students and faculty
of Tutorial College, and we were
disturbed by several claims in the
editorial "Beds to Fill" in the
most recent Tripod.
The editorial refers to limita-
tions the program sets for
involvement in other activities,
and alleges that Tutorial students
have a diminished interaction
with the rest of the campus. We
are supposedly prohibited from
getting involved in activities like
arts, sports, and the student news-
paper.
Exactly the opposite is true.
We are fully engaged in the
Trinity community, and fully
engaged in the communities of
Hartford as well. Here are some
of the things we do:
On campus, the Sophomore
class secretary, the SGA secre-
tary, and members of the College
Honor Council are Tutorial stu-
dents. You'll find us among
Writing Associates, Admissions
Guides, Dean's Scholars, and
Human Rights Fellows. We are
members of the American
Medical Students Association,
Amnesty International, EROS,
Imani, the Multicultural Affairs
Council, the 1634 Fund Board,
SUSHI, the Trinity Anti-War
Coalition, TCWBO, Trinity
Women's Organization, TCERT,
WRTC DJs, VOID, the Fiction
Club, The Slate Literary
Magazine, The Moveable Joints,
The Jesters, the Chapel Singers,
the Musical Theater Review,
March Musicals, Concert Choir,
the Inter-Varsity Christian
Fellowship, Hillel, the Israeli
Club, Philosophy Club, Karate
Club, the Crew Team (both Men's
and Women's), Lacrosse team,
intramural soccer and softball,
ultimate Frisbee, Kappa Kappa
Gamma, Psi-U, Pi Kappa Alpha,
and yes, the Tripod. One of us
created the new sorority Zeta
Omega Eta. And one of us teach-
es belly-dancing.
In the community, you'll find
us at the Trinity Center for
Neighborhoods, the Connecticut
Humane Society, the
Sheldon/Charter Oak neighbor-
hood, the Connecticut Children's
Medical Center, the Learning
Corridor Middle School, the
Classical Magnet High School,
the Boys and Girls Club, the
Hartford Public Schools,
ConnPIRG, Habitat for
Humanity, Hartford Hospital,
Planned Parenthood, and the
Toxics Action Center of Hartford.
Many of us are basing our year-
long tutorial project on extensive
work in the Hartford community,
and are researching issues that
face the community including
see TUTORIAL on page 3
Students Responsible for Their Education
To the Editor:
When asked to describe
Tutorial College, a wise man
responded: "It's not so much,a
program as it is a reading list. The
structure is there as a catalyst for
thought and discussion, but it's
entirely up to the students to
make this academic experience
worthwhile."
Each and every student has
the freedom, and the responsibili-
ty, to create their own vision of
what Tutorial College should be -
for themselves and for the
Tutorial community. Every year a
new Tutorial community is born;
for the duration of that year, the
community will constantly grow
and develop.
Because of the freedom that
Tutorial offers, there is no guar-
antee as to the quality or nature of
the program: but this is really an
impossible thing to guarantee
anyway. There is no course or
program that can guarantee any-
thing. In the end, it is up to the
students and professors to fake
responsibility for what they want
out of their academic experience.
Education is a human process, I
do not believe in an educating
mechanism. Most classes at this
school; however, do seem mecha-
nistic. They could be summarized
in terms of input and output. The
professor's job is to provide out-
put; they are responsible fbf the
authority in their field. The stu-
dent's job is to memorize the
input they receive from their
reading and lectures. They do so
in order to later prove that they
have "learned" the material. They
are asked to prove this in the form
of output: testing and class partic-
ipation., j h e remainder is college-
y sounding language surrounded
by silence. The classrooms are
dead.
We need to stop conceiving
of education as an input/output
process. Education is about dis-
cussion. Discussion should be
about listening to and interacting
with each other. Education is
about personal growth. This is
the liberal arts!
Now, in defense of Tutorial
College, I see no good way to
advertise its worth in any conven-
tional manner. One cannot adver-
tise what a prospective student
will achieve. Most college cours-
es concentrate on the designated
course material: students are sup-
posed to learn something within
this focus. In Tutorial, this is not
the case. Focus is self-generated
by each student. One can say only
that students are absolutely
offered the opportunity to grow.
Tutorial is pure opportunity:
opportunity in the sense of free-
dom. It is not an opportunity to
prove, that you've fulfilled the
requirements of your education.
You respond to the material not
because you are required to, but
see ACCOUNTABLE on page 3
P T was happy to see that the football team went undefeated.
Thomas Pierandri'04 led the team with 304- yards. Nice, but
could Wesleyan suck any more without starting Keanu Reeves
as quarterback? Neo was apparently able to save Zion, too
bad he couldn't do the same for Keanu's career.
_ . . .
 T. , PT doesn't know what itCreative Arts Night at . . , , ,
_ , _ ° A I was, but nether does any-The Barn T ? > '
one else. •
Matrix Revolutions f | Are you kidding?
Coconut Ice Cream in
Mather
Coconut Ice Cream is
ALWAYS good ... even if
you think it is vanilla.
Wesleyan Football 53-0? Wow, Wesleyan really
DOES suck!
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Articles Need Substance to Affect Readers
To the Editor,
I was surprised to see
Brendan McGowan's article in
the Tripod. The only way to
determine whether there is an
actual correlation between col-
lege endowment and U.S. News
and World Report rankings is by
means of statistical analysis; eye-
balling the data is simply not
enough. Courses in elementary
statistics offered by the math
department (as well as other
courses in biology and psycholo-
gy) will acquaint you with the sta-
tistical tests; alternatively, you
could speak to any one of a num-
ber of faculty in the sciences and
social sciences for advice on how
to do the analysis.
I would not be surprised to
find a correlation between
USNWR rankings and college
resources, since the latter indi-
rectly figure into the way USNWR
does their rankings. However,
being based on anecdotal infor-
mation, I'm afraid your article did
not prove its case.
Sincerely,
Professor Daniel Blackburn
Tutorial Encourages an Active Lifestyle
continued from page 2
housing, environmental justice,
reproductive rights, schools, and
others. One of us hopes to organ-
ize and create a community
mural. Several of us are filming
documentaries.
In addition, our program is
2.5 credits per semester. We all
take several courses each semes-
ter outside of Tutorial. You'll find
us at work on majors in American
Studies, Classics, English,
History, Jewish Studies,
Neuroscience, Philosophy,
Psychology, Public Policy, and
more.
We minor in Classical
Traditions, Film Studies,
Performing Arts, Writing and
and Sexuality, among others.
And we fit Tutorial with Guided
Studies, the Cities Program, and
the Interdisciplinary Science
Program.
The editorial says that
Tutorial should be designed for
active college students, not those
only wishing to bury their heads
in textbooks. We are active col-
lege students, very active. And we
think that Tutorial is not just
designed for active students, but
designed to ACTIVATE students
as well.
Sincerely,
Sophomore students: Josh
Cerretti, David Brown, Adam
Dunn, Meghan Boone, Anne-
Louise Marquis, Kellie Beluscak,
Emily Dorward, Pamela Ellis,
Bill Zeller, Laurie Manion, Colin
Levy, Lucas Dunlap, Jack King,
Mary Lynch, Kathleen
Milnamow, Sharre Brooks, Jackie
Harvey, Hoa Lam, Lisa San
Pascual, Chris Bostotk, Rebecca
Wetzler, Maureen Skehan,
Matthew Mitchell, Molly
Theobald, Amy Shin, Lindsay
North, and Joal Mendonsa.
Professors; Margo Perkins,
Ellison Findly, Cheryl Greenberg,
Paul Renaud, Sylvia DeMore,
and Dan Lloyd.
Individuals Accountable for Education
continued from page 2
because you are interested. The
professors are not authority fig-
ures that seek to verify your abil-
ity to regurgitate the reading
material. They are there to sup-
port you in your exploration of
your own personal interests.
To the skeptics that would
ask: "How can one believe that
college students, when left to
their own devices, will actually
become interested in their educa-
tion?" I answer: "If there's one
thing that makes education boring
for us, it's courses and programs
that lack faith in our ability to
think." Tutorial is a place to live
that supports our ability to think.
You do not go to Tutorial. You
live there. You live within this
challenge: a given reading list,
50 participants, six supportive
professors, and a clean slate.
Tutorial college was my only
reason to stay at this school. In a
lot of ways, it still is. I believe
that the vast majority of college
students have no idea why they
are here. Some students do not
care. Others assume the answer is
too obvious to seek. Tutorial is an
opportunity to find the right way
to ask this question for yourself.
The Tutorial experience in
three to five words: it is an
Academic Quest Beyond
Answers. If you learn only one
thing while in Tutorial, it will be
that curiosity will not- kill you and
that answers are completely use-
less when you are trying to seek
something for yourself, instead of
trying to prove something to
someone else. Tutorial makes a
Quest of Questioning: take it as
far as you want.
In further defense of Tutorial,
I must point out that it is not the
freedom and responsibility of
Tutorial that make it different
from other Trinity programs and
courses. Whether we recognize it
or not, we all have the freedom to
pursue our own interests in this
college. We are all responsible for
the quality of our own education.
We are responsible for our com-
munity.
What makes Tutorial differ-
ent is the fact that it recognizes
the importance of the students —
to explore their freedom and
assume their responsibility ~ and
incorporates this into the pro-
gram's most basic goals. All
classrooms everywhere could
benefit from this insight.
Why is Tutorial important?
Because it is THE liberal arts pro-
gram; because it produces unique
models for classroom dynamic;
because students need to feel that
they're responsible for their own
education; because, for many, it is
the only reason to stay at this
school; because it produces true
leadership: a leadership born of
vision, discovered through the
freedom to quest. The success of
an educational program has more
to do with people involved than
the structure defined. Let the peo-
ple educate themselves.
Sincerely,
Austin Desautels '05
Voters Should Concentrate
on Issues, Ignore Rhetoric
JOANNA HECHT
OPINIONS WRITER
Howard Dean, a Democratic
frontrunner in the race for the
presidency, was criticized by his
fellow candidates and many oth-
ers for his comments in an Iowa
newspaper last weekend.
"I still want to be the candi-
date for guys with Confederate
flags in their pickup trucks. We
Dean was not trying to offend
southerners, offend African-
Americans, or re-open the debate
on the Confederate Flag's mes-
sage, all of which he was accused
of doing by his opponents. His
comments referred to creating a
broad-based platform that simul-
taneously preserved Democratic
and moderate ideals while appeal-
ing to voters who traditionally
vote for Republican candidates
can't beat George Bush unless we
appeal to a broad cross section of
Democrats," Dean was quoted as
saying in the Saturday, Nov. 1
Des Moines Register.
The quote was in response to
criticism from Senator John
Kerry (D-MA) the day before, for
Dean's affirmative stance on gun
control despite his quest for the
endorsement of the National Rifle
by default.
In fact, Dean made a similar
comment in February before the
National Democratic Committee
that sparked no controversy. It
seems evident that Dean's rivals,
now trailing in the polls, are
becoming increasingly sensitive
to his turns of phrase.
According to a poll compiled
on Nov. 6 by the American
digits. In February, according to
the same polling source. Dean,
with 15 percent of the ballot pref-
erence, trailed both Kerry and
Representative Richard Gephardt
(D-MO).
Truly, though, the saddest
part of this whole ordeal is the
growing tendency in American
politics to ignore what candidates
say, and to focus merely on how
they say it. I'll admit, it has been
almost impossible to avoid
knocking President George W.
Bush for his creative approach to
the English language. ("Rarely is
the question asked: 'Is our chil-
dren learning?' is a hard one to let
slip.)
However, we, as a voting
public, must make the distinction
between opposing someone for
his or her political stance or for
that individual's inability to
express it perfectly every time. In
this era of political mud-slinging,
it is the public's responsibility to
concentrate on the issues, not
necessarily the rhetoric. Hitler
was a compelling public speaker,
but I'm sure the vast majority of
Americans would be ready and
able to look past that if he were to
run for office.
Don't get me wrong, the
image our leader presents to the
d
for Governor of Vermont. It
seems as though Dean's oppo-
nents missed the boat on his com-
ments.
If one merely looks at the
statement in context, it is simple
to understand Dean's message.
leads the field of Democratic can-
didates in New Hampshire for the
2004 primary. Dean has 38 per-
cent of Democratic voters, while
his closest rival, Senator Kerry,
has 24 percent. Other candidates
did not make it into the double
speaking ability is a huge part of
this. However, when forming
your decisions for the upcoming
primaries and elections, I urge
voters to put issues first and polit-
ical correctness and grammar sec-
ond.
Abortion Ban Defies History
RACHEL GRAVEL
GREG MORIN
OPINIONS WRITERS
While reading Joe
Stramondo's article, "Abortion
Complexities," we couldn't help
but agree with his critique of Jen
Lincoln's article. As two pro-
choice Democrats, it was almost
embarrassing to read her "superfi-
cial and deeply flawed" argu-
ments, which falsely depicted
reproductive choice as a debate
about the fetus being life or prop-
erty. At the same time, we doubt-
ed that Stramondo had read Roe v.
Wade, as his argument was faulty
and lacked a basic understanding
of Roe.
It seems appropriate to start
with Roe when debating the issue
of "partial birth" abortion. And,
by the way, there is no such thing.
This purposely graphic term
refers to the specific procedure,
dilation and extraction or evacua-
tion, D&X and D&E, respective-
ly, used in late term abortions.
When examining Roe, one
must understand that the decision
is based on the right to privacy, as
first formulated in Griswold v.
Connecticut. As Justice
Blackmun said, "the Court or
individual Justices have, indeed,
found at least the roots of that
right [privacy] in the First
Amendment, Fourth and Fifth
Amendments, in the penumbras
of the Bill of Rights, in the Ninth
Amendment, or in the concept of
liberty guaranteed by the first sec-
tion of the Fourteenth
Amendment." The Court decided
that the right to privacy was a
fundamental right, and that all
restrictions to that right would be
placed under strict scrutiny.
It is somewhat surprising to
hear Stramondo lecture Lincoln
about having not read the Roe
decision, because not once in his
women's right to choose an abor-
tion is virtually unfettered while
the decision is a private matter
between her and her physician.
In the second trimester, a com-
pelling state interest in the health
of the mother exists, in which the
state may regulate abortion when
it seeks to do so in the mother's
best interest.
It seems appropriate to start with
Roe when debating the issue of partial
birth" abortion.
entire treatment does Stramondo
mention the right to privacy. To
write an entire article about Roe v.
Wade without even mentioning
the right to privacy demonstrates,
either a fundamental misunder-
standing of the decision or a will-
ful disregard for the truth, akin to
writing an article about Game 7
of the ALCS without mentioning
Pedro, Roger, Grady Little or the
sport of baseball.
Roe did not balance the rights
of the fetus with the right of the
mother, as current conservative
rhetoric would claim. The deci-
sion was based on the rights of
the mother as compared to the
state's compelling interest. To
balance the State's and mother's
rights, Justice Blackmun created
trimester analysis, in which preg-
nancy is divided into three
trimesters.
In the first trimester, the
Not until the point of viabili-
ty, which marks the beginning of
the third trimester, does the state's
compelling interest for the poten-
tial life of the fetus win over the
right to choose. Then, and only
then, the state, "may, if it chooses,
regulate, even proscribe, abortion
except where it is necessary, in
appropriate medical judgment,
for the preservation of the life or
health of the mother." Roe
acknowledges that it is essential
to protect the life and health of
the mother at all stages of preg-
nancy.
Stramondo would have you
believe that "the right that is
granted by Roe is the right of the
individual to choose whether they
believe a fetus has a moral status
equal to a person." But in actual-
ity, the Court concluded that the,
"word 'person,' as used in the
see TRUTH on page 4
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Reproductive Rights
Must Be Critical Issue
CHRIS MADISON
OPINIONS WRITER
I think the last two articles that have
been printed in the Tripod on abortion (of
course I am talking about both Jennifer
Lincoln's article and Joe Stramondo's
rebuttal) bring up a lot of good points about
abortion, and bring to light an even bigger
lesson: with the upcoming election it is
time to look at this morally heavy topic and
choose where you stand regarding repro-
ductive rights.
I need to quickly criticize some of
Bush's hideously backward policies on
Secondly, let me talk about his global
policy of sex education, or lack there of.
Jennifer Lincoln discussed in brief the
"global gag" rule, that great international
policy of the United States that restricts any
foreign aid to countries that do not teach
abstinence as the main form of birth con-
trol, this teaching includes all information
about abortions.
As the Center For Reproductive
Rights' website points out, "The Global
Gag Rule forces health care organizations
to make an immoral choice: either give up
desperately needed funds for family plan-
ning and other reproductive health-care
HRED-O-MAT1C
"sex education" as well as outline some of
the high points of the abortion debate
which has taken place on the pages of this
newspaper over the past few weeks.
One serious fault in Bush's "sex educa-
tion'* campaign is his ''abstinence only"
approach. To me this makes about as much
sense as an anorexic approach to dieting.
Like hunger, sex is a natural human crav-
services, or give up their right to free
speech and to provide patients with full and
accurate medical information." Think
about my above statement on the lack of
sex education, except now on a worldy
level.
Another issue I want to bring up is the
danger of back-alley abortions. Let's face
it, no matter what it is; all illegal actions
Another issue I want to bring up is the danger of
back-alley abortions. Lets face it, no matter what it
is; all illegal actions will be done by someone...
ing. :
Sure you can argue that eating is some-
thing necessary in order to survive, but as
the Bloodhound Gang so wisely put it,
"You and me baby ain't nothing but mam-
mals ... "
We are still subject to our baser animal
instincts, and our sex drive is just as com-
manding as our other primal needs. So
what happens when you teach an absti-
nence only policy? Well, without the prop-
er sex-education, kids 13 and younger are
resorting to other types of sexual fulfill-
ment (i.e. anal and oral sex).
After all, they aren't having "sex" so
they're safe, right? Unbeknownst to them,
they are exposing themselves to risks of
STDs. Since safe sex is never addressed as
a viable option, these kids don't know any
better. Another example of this comes from
a recent article in 5e//'magazine (no I'm not
a subscriber, but it's the only magazine
they had in the training room when I was
icing my ankle).
The article ranks the worst towns for
sexual health, referring to the lack of sex
education within them (I won't point fin-
gers, read the article).
Surprise surprise, these towns are
heavily Christian and conservative (kind of
will be done by someone somewhere.
According to stats 78,000 women die each
year from unsafe back-alley abortions.
Were safe abortions legal and accessible to
women this number would probably be
zero.
Let me briefly interject on a point that
Joe Stramondo brought up in his article last
week. I agree with him that Jennifer has
quickly overlooked the deep moral ques-
tion that abortion raises: what is a human
person? She criticizes the "Bible-belt"
principles, without really going deep into
why it is these principles are affecting the
abortion debate.
Basically, it is wrong to kill a human
person, no matter how small or large
(unless they are people who practice a dif-
ferent religion and are sitting on billions of
dollars worth of oil. Isn't the law of double-
effect great? Sorry, tangent).
So the members of the Senate voted
against the partial birth abortion ban
because what they consider a human is the
half-bom baby ejected from its mother's
womb, But I do agree with Lincoln that this
is a dangerous step, it is the first time a
reproductive right granted by Roe v. Wade
has been taken away.
But, were we truly looking out for our
But I do agree with Lincoln that this is a danger-
ous step, it is the first time a reproductive right
granted by Roe v. Wade has been taken away.
like Bush), and within these towns the
women have a 57 percent greater chance to
die from cervical cancer than other towns
where sex education is lacking. So, as we
can see, sex education is important in order
to keep a healthy sexual community.
reproductive rights, we should have
noticed that the move to make stem-cell
research illegal was the first step in what
now looks to be a slippery slope towards
the complete abolishment of abortion.
see ABORTION on page 5
The Truth About Roe
continued from page 3
Fourteenth Amendment, does not include
the unborn," At no point has the U.S.
Supreme Court granted personhood to the
fetus. Roe simply gives the right to a
woman, who in consultation with her
physician, to decide whether or not to ter-
minate a pregnancy.
While the debate has been ongoing
since 1995 and it is true that President Bush
is not the sole person responsible for the
current law, he and others are responsible
for blatantly disregarding their oath to
Congress and the Presidency. When sworn
into office, they make an oath to uphold the
Constitution and the rights granted by con-
stitutional law. By drafting, passing, and
signing the present law banning "partial
birth" abortion, they ignored Stenberg v.
Carhart.
This case, decided in 2000 by the same
Court intact today, ruled that a Nebraska
law banning the same procedure was
unconstitutional for its vague language and
its lack of an exception for the health of the
mother. The language used in the bill is
particularly disturbing because it is so
vague that it could be used to restrict a
woman's right to choose even before via-
bility.
The recently enacted law prohibits both
D&E and D&X, which are both deemed
safe procedures. Since these are methods
used in 95 percent of post second trimester
abortions, 12 weeks or later, it affects pre-
and post-viability abortions. As we know
from Roe, this is impermissible, since the
state may only regulate abortion in the sec-
ond trimester to protect the women's
health.
The supporters of this law claim D&E
or D&X are never necessary to save the
health of a mother and are never medically
necessary. In fact, the Court found in
Stenberg evidence showing that it was
often necessary to preserve the health of
the mother, which outweighed Nebraska's
arguments claiming it wasn't.
This law violates the state interest
articulated in Roe that fosters an interest in
protecting the health of the mother. In
addition, the law includes no exception for
pregnancies resulting in rape or incest or
for cases in which the fetus is so badly
deformed, having spina bifida or a brain
developing outside the skull, that it cannot
possible survive outside the womb. The
ban is also so vaguely worded that it would
disallow medically necessary abortions in
cases where the mother has diseases or dis-
orders that are discovered to be aggravated
by carrying the birth to term.
Arguably the most pernicious aspect of
this legislation is that its supporters know it
is an unconstitutional restriction on the
right to choose.
While several lower courts have
already granted injunctions prohibiting the
Bush Administration from enforcing the
law, it will take two or three years for the
law to reach the Supreme Court. Their
hope is that at that point a number of new,
ultraconservative Bush nominees will be
sitting on the Court, and it will completely
disregard its own precedent and 40 years of
jurisprudence in the field of reproductive
rights.
. In addition, it is clear that the true aim
of this legislation is to incrementally evis-
cerate a woman's right to choose. By
attacking Roe piece by piece the anti-
choice groups hope to ultimately deny a
woman's right to choose in any and all cir-
cumstances.
While Stramondo would have the
United States legislate his own personal
morality, any legislation that does not pro-
vide an exemption for the health of the
mother, or cases of rape or incest, ignores
every single Supreme Court precedent.
The ban employs language so vague it may
be applied to situations far beyond those
stated by its supporters and is nothing more
than an unconstitutional and reprehensible
attempt to eradicate a woman's right to
choose. • . - • • • • • • • • • . .
Along tlie Long Walk ...
c ' o
 mmmm_.
" I haven't actually been there. I don t know,
I 'm honestly not muck of a movie watcher.
— Jessica Zimmer oG
XSo, because I don t really have time"
— Lindsay Hovanesian 'o5
I ve been to Cinestudio, it was only once
though, and I went because I didn't want to go
out out that night."
— ^Melissa ,M.atthews '07
I ve actually just been there for the first time,
for a class, for a movie, The JMiagJaline Sisters
and I kind of want to go back there again. Xo be
honest with you, I was really pretty impressed by
it."
— Sarah Hoyle o5
" I work tkere, but I go there even though I
don t have to because they have great movies
there, movies you can't see anywhere else."
— JVtike Caputo 'o5
Compiled by Joanna Hecht
Photos by Chuck Pratt
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How Next November Will Change the liberals
Liberal Platforms in Both America and the United Kingdom Will Be Redefined by 2004 Presidential Race
MARGARET PRITCHARD
OPINIONS WRITER
So, are the Democrats going
to win in 2004? My idealistic
streak wants to roll up my
sleeves, wave a red flag, and
shout "the truth will set you
free!!" but I know better than
that.
The fact of the matter is that
the Democrats are disorganized
members.aol.com
British PM Tony Blair.
and scattered, plagued by infight-
ing, underfunded, and intimidated
by a powerful, smoothly oiled
political machine that considers a
second term to be their God-given
right and will stop at nothing to
get it.
In the last three decades of
liberal society, a throwback
against rising premarital sex,
acceptance of openly gay men
and women, younger alcohol use,
more violent television, and so
on.
The ability of the right wing
to market themselves as solid
family values candidates while
simultaneously climbing in bed
with big business - the worst
enemy of small-town, up-by-
your-bootstraps values that ever
existed - has secured them solid-
ly in power for years at a time,
while the left scrambles for local
seats and shouts impotently at the
impenetrable rock of power.
I consider myself a Liberal.
Our brief stints in power are char-
acterized by squabbling, chaos,
and the impression of weakness.
We have been loaned control for a
brief time, but the right is the nat-
ural party of government, and
come election time, we've had
our fun and it's time to get back to
business.
In the nineties, the boomers
came of age, and one of their own
became the surprise hit of 1992.
Young and charismatic, touting
himself as a "New Democrat,"
Bill Clinton ran on a platform of
pragmatism over ideology, fiscal
responsibility, and mudslinging at
a sleazy, untrustworthy, decrepit
Our brief stints in power are charac-
terized by squabbling, chaos, and the
impression of weakness.
the twentieth century, political
power - both in Britain and
of the right wing. In part, this is a
terrified reaction to an ever more
Abortion Will Be
a Key Issue in '04
continued from page 4
Be careful people, they have
both ends of the scale now: stem
cells are human, and now so are
late-term fetuses.
You can argue all you want
about what kind of rights we
have, but as long as they control
the definition of a human being, it
is a losing battle.
With this talk of rights let.me
now bring the discussion into an
observation about what it means
to talk about reproductive rights.
First, rights aren't something
we're born into, they are not a
natural phenomenon we owe all
living beings.
Second, rights are created
through a society of rational
beings (i.e. humans). A right
means the government has the
obligation to make possible .that
right (i.e. freedom of religion
means a government that allows
all religions to be practiced with-
in that government).
We are in a democratic gov-
Second, rights are created through a
society of rational beings (i.e. humans).
Two weeks ago I'amended a dis-
cussion in Tutorial .College (held
by the lovely Molly Theobald). In
this discussion the question of
"What are reproductive rights?"
was raised.
Some proposed rights from
the discussion included: the right
to safe sex education, the right to
Medicare for abortions, the right
for recreational sex (as apposed to
procreational only, the Bush
approach), the right to abortion in
general, among others. Before
you make your judgment on these
rights, let me point out a few facts
about rights in general.
One thousand years ago
human rights didn't exist. Rights
don't exist in the animal kingdom
(animals don't howl and chirp
cause they have freedom of
speech).
So what does this mean?
eminent, and therefore have the
ability to pick and choose our
rights by voting people into
power that will pass laws to
ensure the rights we choose.
That means that we can pick
what reproductive rights we want,
but only if we vote and choose the
right representative for our beliefs
(and, personally, Bush doesn't
match up to mine).
While I have not expressed
too many of my personal views,
my main goal here is to get you
all thinking about what kind of
reproductive rights you want to
have in the future, and what kind
of reproductive rights you want
your kids to have in the future.
This next election is extremely
important in the battle for repro-
ductive rights, so let's all vote and
get Bush out of office before he
screws anything else up.
British Labour Party - led by the
drab leftist Neil Kinnock - nar-
rowly failed to win their fourth
straight election.
They took notice. In 1997, a
young and charismatic Tony
Blair, touting himself as "New
becoming the Democratic contri-
bution to the Cult of Personality,
underestimate him.
But the fact is that the United
States and Britain have separated
drastically in the last few years,
and this provides an interesting
... the radical Left in America is able
to stand up and say "the center path did-
n't work - let's try it our way."
Republican regime whose new
tace - George Bush - was less
^jlgitt, >(he old one,iof <
Ronald fteagan. He won by a
landslide, six months after the
Labour," ran on a platform of
pragmatism over ideology, fiscal
responsibility, and mudslinging at
a sleazy, untrustworthy, decrepit
Tory regime whose new face -
John Major - was less charismat-
ic than the old one of Margaret
Thatcher. He won by a landslide.
But the Left is still terrified of
defeat. Terrified to swerve from
that broad clear path down the
middle - Blair calls it the "Third
Way."
We are still convinced 'hat
the Right is the natural party of
government, and obsessed with
winning over center-right voters.
We are terrified to do what
Thatcher did brilliantly - realize
that a certain section of the popu-
lation is never going to vote for
you and "bias policy, ruthlessly"
as commentator Polly Toynbee
says - in favor of your base.
So at the turn of the twenty-
first century, the left faced a chal-
lenge: make it last.
Who knows if Bill Clinton
could have won a third term - but
his less charismatic, slightly more
trustworthy successor came close
(read: got robbed). So, those who
laboratory in which to view the
future of the center left and its
more progressive counterpart.
Tony Blair's Third Way is still in
power.
Bill Clinton's New
Democracy is gone. This means
that while the radical Left is
somewhat stifled in Britain by
fear of losing utterly to the right,
the radical left in America is able
to stand up and say "the center
path didn't work - let's try it our
have their figurehead in Howard
Dean, the shirtsleeved down-
home Vermonter who has raised
record amounts of money from a
record number of small donors,
who last time I checked was
showing a strong first in New
Hampshire, and who has given
the progressive left the crazy and
intoxicating idea that they may be
able to win without the moderate
right.
The radical right has liberated
the radical left in a way Third
Way politics never could, and if
Dean wins the party's nomination
next summer, it will set the stage
for a genuine ideological battle.
And if Dean even comes close to
winning, it could radically ener-
gize the progressive left in
Britain, leaving Blair with two
choices - move left, or be knifed.
Ironically, a Bush victory
could also create a more active
radical left in Britain. If Blair's
tight-lipped toleration of Bush is
forced to endure another four
years, and the raving demons of
Ironically, a Bush
create a more active
Britain.
victory could also
radical Left in
way."
Blair's critics are easily quiet-
ed by the ghost of Thatcherism
(personified by the new le der of
the Conservative Party, extreme
right-wing ex-Thatcherite minis-
ter Michael Howard), while those
who accused Clinton of pander-
ing to the right are free to shout in
the streets and cry for revolution
next November.
flash in the pan, failing to trans-
form the party and instead
the most visible voice in the
Democratic party at the moment -
Thatcherism face him from the
opposite bench, he may be faced
with the same decision - to make
himself a viable ideological alter-
native to what he has termed "the
forces of conservatism" or get
taken down by the desperate radi-
cal factions of his own party.
Meanwhile, if the great pro-
gressive experiment fails, the
American left, scarred by another
t fjfi$&k j?ifly,jHn4<fhemselves mov-
ing again towards the middle,
searching for the Third Way.
Self-Help Key to Renewal
NATE GRAVEL
OPINIONS WRITER
Let me get this straight — it
is Trinity's responsibility to pro-
vide bus schedules that fit per-
fectly into every student's sched-
ule? Margaret Pritchard thinks so.
In last week's Tripod, Pritchard
stressed Trinity's need to focus on
"urban connections." To me,
Pritchard's article sounded like a
list of complaints.
Pritchard's first beef was with
the off-campus shuttle. She com-
plained that its schedule is too
rigid, and it takes an hour or two
to get anywhere.
My question is, what can
Trinity do about this? It takes a
while to get anywhere in
Hartford, let alone outside of it.
With traffic and whatnot, there is '
not jnuch that Trinity can do to
speed up this process.
I suppose Trinity could invest
in more buses, or maybe the
school can just convert the old
ones to monster trucks so that
they can crush all cars in their
path.
That would speed up the shut-
tle process, I suppose. Perhaps the
creation of a Trinity monorail
using the CT Transit line.
That is why Trinity provides
its students with a U-Pass in the
first place. And don't worry, the
sibility to build this marketplace?
And if Trinity was to build one,
why wouldn't it just be built on
campus?
In 1996, Trinity spent close to $175
million in an effort to revitalize the sur-
rounding communities.
Transit buses don't go to just the
mall or the grocery store. They go
to Downtown Hartford too —
your precious Mecca of city rich-
ness.
But you had a complaint
about these buses too, didn't you
— that they stop running "ridicu-
lously early."
Again, I do not see how
Trinity is \o blame. Trinity has
nothing to do with the city bus
schedule; it is merely a slop along
the way.
I understand cabs are expen-
sive, but people who live in New
York City don't exactly have a
choice in the matter. They cannot
complain to anybody about the
rates — anybody who would lis-
ten, at least.
As for your mother's sugges-
Trinity, as an institution, has done
everything in its power to restore and
maintain urban relations.
would suffice.
Okay, okay, let's not get car-
ried away. The real answer lies in
the U-Pass that Pritchard so
adamantly adores. If you cannot
find a Trinity shuttle in time, try
tion, it is a noble thought indeed.
The addition of a "shopping corri-
dor" 10 minutes from Trinity
would be beneficial to all stu-
dents.
But why is it Trinity's respon-
If Trinity is spending the
money, it makes no sense to do
otherwise.
This suggestion just seemed
like a logical fallacy to me — a
strange attempt at encouraging
urban relations.
Even though people like
Margaret Pritchard think other-
wise, Trinity has done its fair
share in trying to reach out to the
city of Hartford.
The off-campus shuttle and
U-Pass are just two minor exam-
ples of this outreach. In 1996,
Trinity spent close to $175 mil-
lion in an effort to revitalize the
surrounding communities.
And all Trinity got out of it
was flak for being racist and
scared.
So it seems to me, Pritchard
has it all wrong. It isn't Trinity
that has to make the changes, it is
the city of Hartford itself.
Trinity, as an institution, has
done everything in its power to
restore and maintain urban rela-
tions.
But it is hard to make
progress with little to no help
from the other side.
I guess for now, we will all
have to content ourselves with
admiring the pretty rose window
of our chapel.
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Sigma Nu Violates
Terms of Contract
JULIA CARNEY
NEWS WRITER
Because of violations of a
contract with the business office
at the College, Sigma Nu will
lose its housing on Allen Place,
said Christopher Card, Associate
Dean of Students.
"The issue wasn't a behav-
ioral issue, but a violation of con-
tract," Card said. "Sigma Nu was-
n't in trouble in what we would
regularly consider a problem.
Sigma Nu had housing that was
college property that they rented.
The contract, which was with the
business office, stipulated what
sort of activities they could do in
the house and what parts of the
house they could occupy."
Card said the members of
Sigma Nu violated the contract in
multiple ways. Part of the con-
tract was that the house was not
available as housing for the mem-
bers, but was only to be used as a
"social club."
Another aspect of the contract
was that they were limited to use
of the first and second floors, and
were not allowed to use the third
Jonathan Chesney
Sigma Nu lost its house at the
beginning of the year.
floor.
Card stated, "Members of
Sigma Nu renovated and remod-
eled the third floor, which meant
the walls were removed from the
structure and there were holes put
in the walls, creating new
entrances. They did not get per-
mission from the college for
this."
Siddhartha Dabral '04, Sigma
Nu's treasurer, said, "We did not
have, under the contract, access to
the third floor and we used it and
basically we feel we used it for a
purpose more productive then
harmful."
"One of my chief concerns
was the renovations," he said,
"The activity of remodeling, in
particular, because they did not
have professional building con-
tractors."
Card continued, 'There was
also some concern about the van-
dalism to parts of the building
that they did occupy. And so,
therefore, from a contract point of
view, they had violated certain
parts."
Card said the decision is unre-
lated to the probation of Alpha
Delta Phi. "The issue is entirely
separate," he said. "Alpha Delta
Phi did not lose its house, it was
suspended for a year for violating
certain college rules. One of the
chief differences between the two
issues is that Alpha Delta Phi
owns its property."
Card clarified, "Sigma Nu
still has recognition even if they
have no space."
The contract violations were
discovered at the beginning of the
semester in a routine inspec-
tion.
"The reaction of the
members of the fraternity was
disappointment," Card said.
"There was some inter-
nal miscommunication; sev-
eral of the current members
had been given information
that the college had given
permission to the renova-
tions, which was not true."
Card said the brothers
petitioned to the president,
but that there has been no
change in the decision to
remove the fraternity from
the house.
He told the Tripod that the
fraternity had lived in the house
for the past five years. If the col-
lege does not give the fraternity
the space back, the members will
need to find a new space, Card
said,
Dabral stated, " We are work-
ing on getting another house next
semester ... The house we're
looking at isn't owned by the
College, which is a pretty big
thing for us."
Pro-Israel Ads Spark Outrage
InMemoriamof
Wesleyan Student
Terence Leary
The body of sophomore Terence Leary was found
under the South Main Street Bridge in
Middletown, Conn. Tuesday, Nov. 4. After con-
ducting an autopsy the state medical examiner
declared the death to be a suicide. Leary was a
member of the Psi Upsilon fraternity and a pitcher
for the Wesleyan baseball team. The funeral was
held in his Long Island hometown Saturday, Nov.
8. A memorial will be held in his memory at 4 p.m.
Tuesday, Nov. 11 in the Wesleyan Chapel.
EILEEN FLYNN
NEWS EDITOR
College campuses across the
country have been in an uproar
for the past few weeks due to ads
running in their newspapers
equating Palestinians with suicide
bombers.
These ads are sponsored by
One Truth Foundation, a pro-
Israel, nonprofit organization.
Marcella Rosen, the foundation's
president, launched the ad cam-
paign in the fall of 2002 to count-
er what she calls rising Arab
propaganda across the nation.
According to the Hartford
Courant, she said that Palestinian
culture glorifies violence, and the
negative reaction from Arabs and
Muslims to this campaign comes
because they do not want the
"truth" to be known.
At Yale the publisher of the
Daily News, junior Christian
Schaub, responded to the vitriolic
reaction on campus by publishing
a letter in the Nov. 6 issue, saying,
"Yes, they are somewhat mislead-
ing. They are not racist."
The most controversial of this
series of ads is known as the
"Heroes" ad, in which an athlete
stands before the Israeli flag with
the caption, "Israeli school chil-
dren's hero" and a suicide bomber
standing in front of a machine
gun under a caption reading
"Palestinian school children's
hero."
The Cornell Daily Sun and
The Stanford Daily both refused
to run this particular ad, though
they ran others in the series.
A petition has been started at
Stanford to recall the editor-in-
chief, Ramin Setoodeh, for run-
ning the less controversial ads.
He says, however, that his choice
was not "unethical or journalisti-
cally wrong."
The Chicago Maroon at the
Urbana-Champaign junior
Maureen Leonard commented to
the Tripod, "As a public universi-
ty we have to let people express
their feelings, however controver-
sial they might be."
www.campustruth.org
Ads like this one ran in about 20 campus newspapers.
University of Chicago stopped
running the ad after students com-
plained, stating in an editorial that
they "value their readers too
much to distribute 11,500 copies
of a flyer for hate speech."
University of Chicago senior
Claire Thomas told the Tripod,
"There is a rumor that U of C has
a pro-Palestine stance, and so as a
result there is a strong student
group protesting the so-called
'pro-Palestinian' views of the
school such as those that called
for the removal of the One Truth
Foundation from the Maroon."
Thomas continued, "I feel
that it was right to pull them as
the goal of the newspaper is to
attempt to provide students an
unbiased view of the news related
to the campus community."
The ad also ran in The Daily
lllini University of Illinois at
She continued to say, howev-
er, that she does not think that
the newspaper should have pub-
lished this ad, seeing as it por-
trayed Palestinians in a negative
light.
The Web site, www.campus-
truth.org, has links to "educate"
those who hit the site about the
state of affairs in the Middle East.
One such link claims that the
Palestinian objective is the elimi-
nation of the entire state of Israel,
and asks in the end, "What woujd,,,
YOU do in Israel's place?"
There is also a link to a
Palestinian children's show that
promotes the "jihad."
In the video link there is a
young girl singing about the life
of a suicide bomber, according to
the translation.
In all, about 20 college news-
papers ran the ads.
Honor Council Lacks Visibility
SARAH SPIEGEL
NEWS WRITER
So far this year there have
been four social infractions
brought to hearing before the
Honor Council.
Associate Dean of Students
Christopher Card oversees the
social committee. Dean of
Students Fred Alford oversees the
academic committee, but has not
had to deal with any adjudications
as of yet this year.
Last year the Trinity Honor
Council, a group of students in
charge of holding hearings and
deciding verdicts for social and
academic offenses, was organized
by the College.
As it is a fairly new organiza-
tion, not many students know
about the existence of the Honor
Council. Five out of 15 polled
students knew that the Honor
Council existed, but only one of
those five could accurately
describe the function of the
group.
As Council member Emily
Malbon '05 stated that not many
students come in contact with the
council: the only reason one
would have to deal with it would
be for an offense.
Cheston Cunha '05, the co-
secretary of the Honor Council,
described the way in which stu-
dents were chosen to serve on the
Council. "Because it was begun
last year," he said, "students were
simply recommended to the
council. Beginning this year, stu-
dents on the council can nominate
other students, and those nomi-
nees are then elected."
The Honor Council is
allowed to assign whatever penal-
ty it feels is necessary in cases of
and school organizations can also
be penalized.
The College holds the right to
terminate the activities of any
school organization - this
includes Greek societies, multi-
cultural houses and clubs.
If a student admits guilt, he or
she can choose to go through an
informal process, dealing with the
Dean instead of the Council.
"[The Council] wasn't really meant to
stop people from breaking the rules..."
~ Emily Malbon '05
adjudication, though the adminis-
tration must approve the penalty.
In the almost year and a half that
the Honor Council has been oper-
ating none of its decisions have
been changed.
Social adjudication ranges
from alcohol-related incidents to
cases of individual harassment.
Possible penalties cited in the reg-
ulations of the council include:
monetary fines, extra work
assignments, restrictions, warn-
ings, censures, suspension and
expulsion.
These punishments may go
on the student's permanent
record.
This does not apply only to
students: administration, faculty
If a student does not wish to
admit to the violation, he/she
goes through a formal complaint,
which the Council handles. In a
formal complaint, a written state-
ment is issued. There must then
be a response by the accused
either denying or acknowledging
the offense.
With this, the hearing can
begin. All decisions must be
made by a majority vote of the
council within five days of the
conclusion of the hearing.
Then, as is stated in the coun-
cil's regulations, 'The Dean of
Students will within five business
days review the panel's findings
for conformity to established
see COUNCIL on page 9
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Amherst: To increase efficiency, the Association of
Amherst Students' Budgetary Committee has
approved a change in fund allocation to clubs and
organizations. The appeals process, through which
clubs could contend original allocations, has been elim-
inated. The amount of discretionary funding has also
been reduced while the amount of money allocated in
the initial decision on club budgets has been increased.
Bates: Alcohol has been banned from John Bertram
hall, a dormitory at Bates. After the monthly evalua-
tion of dorm damage, it was discovered that the near-
ly 80 Bates students residing in this dorm owed
$1,951.79 in unattributed dorm damage. The costs
were incurred through damage to lounge furniture. A
decision was reached to put a one-month moratorium
on alcohol in the lounge of the dorm, which has been
met with a counter-proposal to limit the times in which
people can drink in this lounge instead.
Colby: The latest environmental initiative on Colby's
campus is the commitment to purchase only electricity
generated from renewable, more environmentally-
friendly sources within Maine. Through this effort
Colby's nitrogen oxide emissions will be reduced 41
percent and its sulfur dioxide emissions will be reduced
98 percent.
Connecticut College: Conn. College is celebrating
Latino Awareness Month starting Friday, Nov. 14. A
conference will begin the series of .events, including a
panel discussion about Latino and La+;n American reli-
gious practices, the film Real Women . !, n>irves, and a
Fall Benefit Concert for New Lond • < ' l •> De la
Comunidad.
Habitat for Humanity Holds
5K Run to Benefit Homeless
JAMIE CALABRESE
NEWS WRITER
The Trinity College Chapter
of Habitat for Humanity will be
sponsoring their first annual
"Habitrot," a 5k benefit race
designed to raise sponsorship
money to construct a house on
Dart St. in Hartford
Five organizations have
come together to organize this
event, taking place Saturday,
Nov. 15, and nearly 100 people
have already registered to run,
including members of Trinity
groups such as Kappa Kappa
Gamma, the Ultimate Frisbee
team, and men's and women's
crew.
"I simply hope people will
have fun next Saturday, to come
and participate by running for
Habitat," said Alice Bames '04,
the Trinity Habitat co-chair and
spearhead of Habitrot. "In doing
so I hope people will think about
issues of sub-standard housing
that afflict Hartford and the
world."
Minimum sponsorship need-
ed in order to run next Saturday is
$15, and many people have
solicited more money from their
friends and colleagues. The on-
campus Habitat for Humanity
group needs to raise $25,000 in
order to completely sponsor the
house on Dart St., just 1.5 miles
from Trinity's campus, but if the
group can raise $12,500 a philan-
thropic fund will mutch the con-
tribution and the house will be
built.
According to the Habitat for
Humanity website, the organiza-
tion has built more than 150,000
houses with families in need since
its founding in 1976.
The group describes itself as
a nonprofit, ecumenical Christian
organization dedicated to elimi-
before Saturday in order to pre-
pare. He has solicited his friends
and classmates for donations to
the cause.
"Going into winter training,
this event will be a great group
activity for our team and also a
great cause to support," offered
Emily McLean '05, coxswain for
women's crew. Some members
"I simply hope people will have fan next
Saturday, to come and participate by run-
ning for Habitat." - Alice Barnes '04
nating substandard housing and
homelessness worldwide and to
making adequate, affordable shel-
ter a matter of conscience and
action.
Barnes commented that the
Trinity Habitat Chapter is espe-
cially important in the fight to
mitigate the disparity between
rich and poor in Hartford and to
provide adequate housing for all
Hartford citizens. "The goal is
idealistic," she admitted "but we
can make some difference."
Making a difference will
mean completing the 5k race for
all the runners participating in
Habitrot next Saturday. The
course begins and ends at the
track on Trinity's campus, and
winds through campus and
perimeter streets. Colin Levy
'06, a member of Habitat, says he
has not been training for the run
yet, but will lake a jog or two
of the rowing team are soliciting
for sponsorship, while others are
using personal funds to donate to
Habitat.
Non-runners can contribute in
other ways. Mary Lynch '04, also
a member of Habitat at Trinity,
will be recording runners' times
and will help to keep the race-day
organized.
"It's unusual for a college
chapter of Habitat to try and
cosponsor a house or to put on
such a major fundraising event,"
said Barnes '04, "The [College]
President's Office has been very
generous and we have gotten a lot
of interest on campus and from
the outside."
Anyone interested in running
for Habitrot on Saturday the 15
can sign up at the Community
Service Office in the basement of
Mather Hall where they will
receive their donation form.
' W ^ '
ROIJNDTABLELLNIHIIP©INFORMATION SESSION
What does a Patent Attoraty Do?
Ever wonder what a patent attorney does?
Come meet Rick McCauliey'87 and learn more about
this exciting career field.
WEDNESDAY -
November 12,2003
12:45—2:00 PM
In the Career Services
Videoconference Room
Thi Hartford Fimntitl Strviess Group, lie.
Founded in 1810, The Hartford Financial Services Group, Inc. i^
one of the nation's largest investment and insurance companies
in the US. Meet representatives from HFSG and hear about
employment opportunities as Commercial Lines Underwriters
TTTHE
M A R T F O M
INFORMATION SESSION
November 12,2003
6:30-8:00 pm
In the CSO videoconference room
RESUME DEADLINE: Nov. 28
INTERVIEWS: December 3
ROUNDTABLEHJNGKMI ROUNDTABLE
Chandte© KahttB84
Chief Judg@9 Family G@yrt of D@lawar®
Join Judge Chandlee Kuhn'84
for a roundtable lunch to learn
more about her exciting career.
Careers in Social Work
Join Rob Summo,
Director of Admissions at NYU School
of Social Work for a roundtable
lunch. New York University School of
Social Work offers an MSW in
Clinical Social Work. The program
is dedicated to the development of
social workers who practice directly
with individuals, families and groups
in an integrative, holistic manner. "In 'tiie Career^ Services^
Videocohferericeillbbni
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Committee Opts to Hire
Help in Presidential Hunt
REBECCA FOWLER
NEWS EDITOR
In an effort to "develop and evaluate a
strong pool of candidates," the Presidential
Search Committee decided to again
employ a search firm, faculty representa-
tive Ralph Morelli said. The committee
unanimously agreed to hire Academic
Search Consultation Service to aid the
process of finding the College's fifth presi-
dent in five years.
"Although the question of whether to
use a search firm at all was initially on the
table, the committee quickly became con-
vinced that our search process would be
helped by retaining a search firm," Morelli,
an Associate Professor of Computer
Science, explained.
A common concern with using a search
firm is that it will promote its own candi-
date even if that person is not the best fit
for the institution.
Lydia Potter '05, one of the two student
representatives on the search committee,
conceded that there are some risks involved
in hiring a search firm, but there are many
benefits.
She said it was important to note that
the firm will be paid the same amount
regardless of whether or not the committee
hires a candidate found by the search firm.
"It was decided, though, that having a
search firm is the best way to go because of
the connections that members of the firm
have in the academic field," Potter stated.
A different firm, Isaacson and Miller,
was used in the search that hired Richard
Hersh.
Morelli clarified that the consultants
from the search firm also "handle most of
the logistics of conducting the search,"
including gathering and circulating infor-
mation and doing background checks.
Before agreeing to hire Academic
Search, the committee interviewed three
other firms, including Isaacson and Miller.
"What the committee liked about
Academic Search is that it is a small firm
that works exclusively in the academic
field (as opposed to larger firms that focus
on corporate searches); it is a nonprofit
company ... and it has recently headed suc-
cessful searches at Amherst College and
other top liberal arts schools," Morelli said
in an email.
Senior Consultant John Chandler and
Managing Director Theodore Marchese
wilJ be working with the committee.
Chandler is the former president of
Williams College and Hamilton College
and is a parent of a former Trinity student.
Morelli listed Chandler as one of the rea-
sons why they chose Academic Search
because he is "very knowledgeable and
widely respected in the field."
Marchese spent 18 years with the
American Association for Higher Learning
focusing on the assessment of student
learning and editing its monthly bulletin.
He also served as Vice President for
Administration of Barat College in Illinois.
Neither Chandler nor Marchese could
be reached for comment.
The Presidential Search Web site says
it hopes to finish reviewing candidate cre-
dentials before December, but that it is still
welcoming nominations. An announce-
ment of Trinity's search for a president has
also been released.
The Web site also includes a list of
qualifications the new president should
possess, including "a person who enjoys
students" and has "a sense of humor."
First Year Students! What will
your sophomore year he like?
We invite you to consider the TUTORIAL COLLEGE,
a unique program open to sophomores only. As a
Tutorial student, you'll live and learn in Summit East,
where you'll explore great ideas in small seminars,
pursue a year-long independent project, work closely
with professors, and join with others in field trips, labs,
workshops, and other special learning opportunities.
Tutorial gives you 2.5 credits each semester, allowing
you to take five other courses during your sophomore
year. As Anne-Louise Marquis ('06) says, Tutorial
offers "education without borders." If you're ready for
that, visit our website:
www.trincoll.edu/prog/tutorcol
or contact Sylvia.DeMore, Administrative Director, 297
2152, Sylvia.DeMore@trincoll.edu
APPLICATION DEADLINE: DECEMBER 1
Hunger and Homelessness
Awareness Week
Hunger and Homelessness Awareness Week is coming up
and will run Nov. 17-23. Several events are being planned by
ConnPIRG for this week. For example, there will be a Sleep
Out on Tuesday, Nov. 18 on the Cave patio. ConnPIRG will
also be delivering Turkey Baskets, which are Thanksgiving
dinners, to the 65 neediest families at M.D. Fox Elementary
School in Hartford. If any groups or individuals would like to
make a donation, get involved, or find out more information
about these events, call ConnPTRG at extension 3510, or stop
by the Community Service Office in the basement of Mather.
Extended Hours at
Registrar's Office
The Registrar's Office has expanded its hours to 8:30 a.m.
to 4 p.m. for the rest of the school year. Registrar George
Gilmore said, "The Registrar's Office wants to be as available
to students as possible. More students depend on the
Registrar's Office for more services than almost any other
office and we want to be there when students need us."
Perez Re elected
Hartford Mayor Eddie Perez, a Democrat, was reelected
Tuesday for his second term. Although voter turnout was
only 25 percent, Democrats have spent the last 30 years in
control of Hartford. Perez, had a 200-i fundraising advantage
over his Republican opponent, MichaelMcGarry. Perez wjjjL
serve the first mayoral term under Hartford's charter granting'
the broadest executive power in the city's history.
Hartford Town Meeting
Greater Hartford's Citizen's Network will hold its first
town meeting Thursday, Nov. '20.,.at;the Artists Collective,
located at 1200 Albany Ave; This is in an effort to create a
strong, vital region. The town meeting will be the first step
toward developing apian of action and options for the future.
"Women's- Leadership Forum
Four Trinity students and two administrators attended The
College Women's Leadership Forum Conducted by the
Permanent Commission on the Status of Women. Student
attendees took part in one of three sessions, either, "Body
Image: From Bulimia to Obesity," "Title IX," and
"Trafficking of Women and Children." Faculty and staff could
attend the session on "The application of academic scholar-
ship on women's issues and public policy in Connecticut."
One of the attendees, Rachel Gravel "05, touted the impor-
tance of the forum, saying, "I learned that in many respects.
Trinity is not up to par with Title IX and that Title IX affects
so much more than sports."
Faculty Awards
Professor of Political Science Diana Evans was elected
Chair of the legislative studies section of the American
Political Science Association at their meeting in Philadelphia.
The American Society of Composers, Authors, and Publishers
has selected Composer-in-Residence, Robert Smith as an
award winner. SINA will present Barbara Henriques, visiting
assistant professor in educational studies, with a
Neighborhood Service Award on Nov. 13.
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Financial Aid Grants Increase
continued from page J
because our people costs will be
more."
Private four-year colleges
have endured a 6.7 percent rise
overall in tuition and fees during
the past year, according to the
College Board,
Public four-year colleges and
universities have experienced an
average increase of 9.8 percent in
tuition and fees in the same peri-
od.
With Trinity's rising price,
however, comes an increase in the
number of students who receive
financial aid.
The College has boosted its
aid budget by 27 percent during
the past four years according to
Larry Dow, Dean of Admissions
and Financial Aid.
"Trinity's substantial increas-
es in its total aid budget is testi-
mony to its efforts to provide
dents as possible" he said.
The need for aid has also
risen, as more applicants are
requesting financial assistance.
Of last year's applicants 55 per-
cent requested aid, a figure that
has increased to 60 percent this
year according to Dow. Overall,
40 percent of Trinity students
receive financial aid. The average
award for the Trinity class of
2007 was $23,630. The College
awarded $18.8 million in student
aid this past year, according to
West.
Colgate College has a lower
tuition cost than Trinity as well as
a total cost that is lower by $945.
They supplied 39 percent of their
class of 2007 with aid, with an
average grant of $26,907.
Colgate's endowment is larger
than Trinity's, however, allowing
them more leeway to absorb cost
increases and expand financial
West also noted that Colgate
is a bit different as an institution
and docs not have the same
expenses Trinity does, such as
providing the security necessary
for an urban campus.
Students have mixed feelings
about the combination of rising
costs to attend Trinity and the
amount of financial aid distrib-
uted.
"When 1 was applying to col-
leges, Trinity was a gem because
I knew they'd help me out much
more than the other quality
schools I had applied to" said
Patricia Allen '05. 'They base it
100 percent on needs, so they
guarantee ... kids like me with an
opportunity I would otherwise
not have."
Some are not as content, as
Jean Chunga '05 said, "I've had
to take out a loan this year for the
first time since the tuition has
assistance to as many needy stu- aid.
Council Adjudicates Offenses
continued from page 6
policies and procedures." If the
dean agrees with the decision the
council has come to, it is imple-
mented.
Of the four social cases so far
this semester, only one of them
attempted an appeal, and that
appeal was unsuccessful.
Appeals are only allowed if
there are procedure errors, new
evidence, feelings that the penalty
is unfair or that the Council is
biased.
The appeals panel has the
right to rehear the entire proce-
dure conducted by the social or
educational committee if it is
found to be necessary.
As to whether or not the
group is effective, council mem-
bers said they weren't sure if
there really was a specific goal
that the group hoped to attain.
"[The Council] wasn't really
meant to stop people from break-
ing the rules, it's just a different
way of dealing with them," said
Malbon.
There are definite benefits to
having students deal with student
offenders, as opposed to faculty,
in the eyes of some students.
"The council is really useful
because faculty members are not
around campus all the time,
they're not immersed. The deci-
sions the council makes are better
decisions, and it definitely helps a
lot," said Jared Wasser'05,
Council Member.
Consisting of approximately
thirty student members, the
Honor Council is split into four
committees: the social commit-
tee, a social appeals committee,
the academic committee, and the
academic appeals committee.
'Guerrilla Gardeners'
Add Beds of Beauty
EILEEN FLYNN
NEWS EDITOR
The effort to beautify the
campus has been spearheaded by
the work of one dedicated profes-
sor in the Biology department.
Morrison.
She hopes to expand the proj-
ect to "include things like dorm
gardens."
Right now the students
involved tend to be those already
taking part in the Biology Club,
"... people... have an interest in mak-
ing the campus a little more beautiful.''
- Professor Joan Morrison
In the summer of 2002,
Professor of Biology Joan
Morrison decided that there was
not enough natural color on cam-
pus. Her solution was to create a
flower bed near the Life Sciences
Center. Her fellow faculty mem-
bers reacted favorably to this ini-
tiative, and she expanded the
effort to have her first-year semi-
nar in the fall of 2002 create a
garden between LSC and the day
-care center just behind it.
"I guess you could call it
Guerrilla Gardening," said
Morrison. Over the weekend of
Nov. 1-2 Morrison and her fellow
'guerrillas' planted 400 daffodils
across campus, which will bloom
in the spring, bringing a bit more
color all over the campus.
Morrison actually received
grant money for a garden in front
of LSC.
This project is being run by,
and open to "people who have an
interest in making the campus a
little more beautiful," said
and they helped Morrison and the
other faculty members plant the
native garden in front of LSC.
However, Morrison has been con-
tacted by a member of InterGreek
Council, looking to get Greek
organizations involved in the
effort.
Saturday, Nov. 15 will be the
next day planting takes place.
The faculty and staff involved
in this project come from differ-
ent departments, not just Biology,
and include: Dina Anselmi,
Associate Professor of
Psychology, Judith Moran,
Associate Professor of
Mathematics and Director of the
Math Center, Diane Zannoni,
Professor of Economics,
Kathleen Archer, Professor of
Biology, Barbara Chapman,
Lecturer and Lab Coordinator,
Paula Russo, Associate Professor
of Mathematics, Barbara Walden,
Associate Professor of Physics,
and Jane Nadel-Klein, Professor
of Anthropology.
Trinity Students
Make Healthy
Choices
Did You Know?
Did You Know That If You
Use Cocaine While
Drinking Alcohol, A
Substance Is Created In
Your Body That Damages
Your Liver Permanently?
For More Info: Contact TCHC
71% of Trinity
Students say
that they would
not drink if it
would interfere
with their
school work.
SOURCE: 100Z KISKY BEHAVIORS SUBYEY
Trinity College
Health Center
(860)297-2018
HOURS OF OPERATION
Monday - Friday: 8:30 A.M. - 5:30 P.M.
Saturday: Noon - 4:00 P.M.
Sunday: Closed
After Hours:
Visit the Self-Care Guide on our website:
www.triacoll.edu/depts/healthcetiter
or
Call X 2222 For the Nutse Practitioner on call
THIS WEEK AT TRINITY
NOV10 • NOV16 ,2003
OUR TOWN: (RE)VISITED
T§
Thornton Wilders classic play, "Our Town," receives a fresh interpretation. Juxtaposed
against a pop culture landscape and weaving in stand-up comedy and pop music, this
contemporary version considers the issues of politics and racism. This student ensemble
project is directed by Professor Mitchell Polin of the Dept. of Theater and Dance
Thursday, November 13 at 8 pm - Saturday, November 15 at 2 pm & 8pm,
Austin Arts Center, Garmany Hall.
$10 general / $5 discounts* / Free with Trinity ID
CINESTUDIO SunNov9 2:30,7:30
MonTueNov10 11 7:30
Saturday November
15th
M/W Swimming Navy/Gold
Scrimmage 12:00
M. Hockey St. Nicks
(Scrimmage) 7:00
OSAGGS Every Friday Movie Series
Roundtrip transportation to Crown Palace Theaters and Movie Ticket for only
$6!
Sign up at Mather Front Desk. Meet in Mather Driveway at 8:30 p.m.
t
d
N] tung
@ The Underground Cafe
Wednesday November 12:
Birthday
ibration
Nov13:
Sah<ika^Liarf\and Kale
Comedy Night
Sat. Nov. 15
Tim H
11 p
http://internet2.trincoll.edu/trinexchange/
tOP.«f.-
NOVEMBER 12-16 WWW.GTGLFF.ORG
TCAC Fall Concert m
, • Free with Trinity I.D.- Guest tickets $10
on sale in OSACC MON - FRI this week from 9-5
Guest will need to register in Mather Hall The day of the show
Proper I.D. to register,this is an 18+ event
r
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CO. JoDgs Delivers, ©D tE>?©rois@ of
ABBY SAMOLIS
RESTAURANT REVIEWER
I have two pieces of advice for
anyone who has the opportunity to
dine at CO. Jones. First, make
begin with. Stepping inside is like
traveling back in time to a small
saloon in the southwest. Skulls of
longhorns hang over doorways,
and Native American art decorates
the brick-red walls. The tables,
Quality fof 5):
Damage:
¥¥¥¥
sure that there is a person with
adequate vision in the car who can
spot the small restaurant whose
sign only read, "Mexican
Restaurant." Because the restau-:
rant's name references Spanish
slang for a certain male body part,
West Hartford's government pro-
hibited the establishment from
displaying its name on the exteri-
or of the building.
Secondly, wear a pair of
pants with an elastic, or at least
forgiving, waist. The generous
portions of both food and drinks
might leave your stomach slight-
ly bloated. However, this dis-
comfort is well worth it, as CO.
Jones more than lives up to its
motto of serving "ballsy Mexican
cuisine."
Apparently, not many people
have discovered this gold mine on
Park.%gj
night, the place was only about
half-full, and space is limited to
too, resemble something out of the
Old West. Uncomfortable hard-
wood benches and chairs form
long banquettes, so it's not diffi-
cult to eavesdrop on your neigh-
bor's conversation. A small bar,
surrounded by just a few stools,
boasts over 50 brands of tequila.
This cramped setting adheres to
the theme of the cowboy's saloon,
which makes the experience
almost more authentic. The food
and drinks only enhance the envi-
ronment.
The drinks here are reason
enough to make the trip. Before
even opening the dinner menu, a
six-page drink menu beckons.
Inside you'll find not only a list of
all 50 types of tequila offered, but
also a good three pages of various
flavors of margaritas. The "House
Margarita" is available in nine dif-
t, and mango. At just $4
for a "junior" size (which, by the
ten
Ways to Celebrate aw
Undefeated Season
10. Make a pass or two or 10.
9. Do a victory dance wherever you want --
on a table, on the bar, around a pole ...
8. Discuss your favorite position on the
field.
7. Make the special teams feel very, very
special.
6. Let someone peek at your "play book"
and let them choose a formation.
5. Tackle that person you've been chasing.
4. Pour gatorade over someone's head.
(First make sure they're wearing a white t-
shirt.)
3. Give sacking a new meaning - you may
or may not want to involve a quarterback.
2. Have a rendezvous on the 50-yard line.
What you do when you get there is com-
pletely up to you.
1. Go all the way for the score. Yelling
"Touchdown!" is optional.
way, is at least a generous 12
ounces), it's a steal. Other special-
ty margaritas were equally satisfy-
ing, including the Parrot Head
Margarita, a concoction made with
coconut and pineapple, and the
Mexican Monkey Margarita, fla-
vored with banana.
Care for a stiffer drink?
Choose from four different tequila
samplers, or simply order a
Waborita, which incorporates two
kinds of tequila and Gran Gala, an
orange liqueur. Now we're talking
ballsy. In addition, all the margari-
tas are available in "large," which
I estimated to be about 20 ounces,
or at least enough to have the room
spinning slightly. In any case, the
folks at CO. Jones print a dis-
claimer on the menu, kindly
reminding their patrons to "have a
sober friend drive your sorry ass
home."
Drinks, however, are only half
the fun of CO. Jones. The food
echoes the Southwestern character
of the atmosphere, with spices
such as cumin and chile dominant
in many dishes. The Mexican
equivalent of a bread basket, chips
and salsa, was the night's only dis-
appointment. They were obviously
store-bought, which is not inher-
ently bad, but usually Mexican
restaurants feature their own
unique salsas and homemade
meal more than compensated for
this minor setback.
Appetizers don't stray too far
from the standard Mexican
starters. There's a huge platter of
nachos or chipotle chicken wings.
However, the real standout dish
was the warm black bean dip.
Smothered in melted cheddar
cheese and salsa, the dip tantalized
the palate with smoky and spicy
flavors. It's served with their
"aerodynamic" pita chips, which
are lightly fried and coated with
cumin,-which increases the dip's
vibrancy. At a mere $5, it's also
the best deal on the appetizer list.
The only letdown was the
slow service, which I didn't quite
understand, given the relative
scarcity of customers. However, it
clearly didn't affect the appetizer
too negatively, as we demolished
the whole thing in about 10 min-
utes — coupled with the margari-
tas, it should now be clear why I
mentioned the necessity of forgiv-
ing pants.
The entrees are not particular-
ly inventive, as they only offer
burritos and quesadillas. However,
grilled portabella burrito. Similar
options exist in the quesadilla
department. Definitely order gua-
camole with your dish; even a
Coyote Flaco loyalist declared it to
be superior, as its concurrent fla-
vors of spicy and refreshing
enhanced the flavors of the burrito
fillings. It's an extra 95 cents, but
even that only brings the dish to
about $10, keeping it well within a
college budget.
Unfortunately, I can't say any-
thing about the desserts here, or if
they even offer such a menu. I
don't see why they would need to:
I could only manage to eat half of
my entree and even then could
just barely waddle out to the car. If
you really need to fulfill your
sweet tooth cravings, I'd suggest
ordering a Key Lime Pie
Definitely order guacamole with your
dish; even a Coyote Flaco loyalist
declared it to be superior.
they can't be classified as standard
fare. The huge rolled burritos offer
choices ranging from chicken or
steak fajita burritos to
Southwestern chipotle chicken
burritos to Philly cheese steak bur-
ritos. Unless noted on the menu,
they are filled with mildly spicy
beans ai^ggg^^ addition tp the
fajita fillings, Quesadillas offer the
same fillings, though they are a bit
smaller and don't have the flavor-
ful beans and rice.
Don't eat meat? No problem,
you'll still go home just as satiat-
ed. Vegetarian burritos include
choices such as an all-veggie bur-
rito, an all-bean burrito, or a
Margarita at the bar. Coated in
graham cracker crumbs, the drink
is a liquid form of that refreshing
summer dessert.
In case you needed just one
more reason to try out my new
favorite place, Monday nights are
half-priced margarita nights. In
addition, happy hour (5-7 p.m.
every weeknight) offers free appe-
tizers at the bar. And judging from
the lack of crowds on Saturday, it
could be a good place to bring a
bunch of friends without being too
cramped. Just don't forget your
designated driver and those trusty
elastic pants — I guarantee you'll
need both.
Within the Walls of Freshmen Dorms
JULIET IZON
FEATURES WRITER
It's one of the first things that
you find out when getting ready to
go to college. It could make or
break your freshman year. Yes,
everyone, finding out one's prox-
imity to Mather Hall is a crucial
". first for any incoming freshman.
The Jones Crew has it good; most
of them can see our beloved dining
hall right from their bedroom win-
dows. Unfortunately, if you landed
a bed in Little, you have a little bit
longer of a trek for a snack.
But other than food, what's the
real dirt on the frosh dorms? This
intrepid freshman reporter traveled
all across this vast campus to get the
dirt on room size, friendliness of
neighbors, and of course, hook-ups.
Elton; The Summit Suites of
all freshmen dorms and also home
to the boys of the InterArts
Program. Third floor resident Pat
Green said that because of that,
"the dorm is really musical. We all
get together to have jam sessions,
it's great!" When asked about
what they disliked about their
dorm, most Eltonians couldn't
come up with anything.
Location; 9 out 10. Centrally
located to Mather, McCook and
the Library. Loses a point as some
rooms face Summit Street and can
hear the cars/trucks/sketchy ice
jarvis: the scenic and "ftin" freshmen dorm.
Jonathan Chesney
cream van.
Quality of Rooms; 10. Yeah,
it's pretty unfair that all Elton kids
get two room doubles (some With
their own bathrooms!) or incredi-
bly spacious quads, but hey, they'll
all be living in Clemens next year.
Dormcest rating: 3. Seems
like most freshmen in this dorm
prefer fresh meat to spooning with
their neighbors. The fact that three
out of four floors are single sex
doesn't really help much either.
Jones: Elton's smaller and
uglier counterpart across the quad.
Three floors, all co-ed and home to
the Guided Studies program and
the girls of InterArts. Although
Jones, with its cinderblock walls
and problems with heating, may
not be the best place to live on
campus, most residents are fierce-
ly proud. John Shyock '07, when
asked to describe Jones in one
word, simply said "home."
However, others, such as Jed
Rednor '07 feel that "ghetto" may
be the more appropriate term.
Location: 10 of 10. If you're
running late to a class in McCook,
chances are you can yeli across to
your professor and tell him you'll
be there in 30 seconds. Not to men-
tion being able to smell Mather's
chicken nuggets as soon as they go
on the grill (and by grill I mean
large vat of boiling chicken fat)..
see LIVING on page 12
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Laughter The Best Medicine
JENNY GRAGG
FEATURES CONTRIBUTOR
On May 15, 1995 a young African-
American woman parked her car and
walked towards her apartment building. As
she reached the front door, she realized that
there were men on either side of her. She
turned her head to find out what the men
wanted and she found a gun pointed to her
head. She was rushed upstairs, blinded,
gagged and tied face down. Both men
raped Lori S. Robinson.
On Wednesday, Nov. 5, Robinson
spoke at Trinity about the book she wrote
entitled 1 Will Survive. The talk was part of
the Women's Center fall program. The
book is about her experience of healing
after rape. She emphasized that it takes
with the situation, you must support them
with friendship. It is the little things that
help victims recover from terrors they have
faced.
In her novel, Robinson not only
described the devastation that she had
endured, but also analyzed the historical
and cultural aspects of rape. She shed light
on the common misconception that most
rape is done by African-American men rap-
ing Caucasian women, when in fact most
rape occurs within the same ethnic groups.
The book is described as "the African-
American guide to healing from sexual
assault and abuse." She spoke about how it
has been ingrained that rape is an African-
American man's action and so Caucasian
men, sometimes, do not necessarily see
their actions as rape.
[Robinson] shed light on the common miscon-
ception that most rape is done by African-American
men raping Caucasian women ...
time to heal but she truly believed that
there can be deep healing of one's soul
even after such demoralization.
As she spoke about the healing
process, she pointed out that not everyone
reacts the same way to rape. When some
victims fail into depression, they become
overly promiscuous, even to the extent of
prostitution, while others try to block the
situation from their minds entirely. She
told the audience a story about how her
mother recognized her depression.
Although she had been going to therapy on
a normal basis she was still deep into
depression. A few months after the inci-
dent she was sitting, staring into the corner
and her mother came over and put her hand
on her shoulder. She told her daughter that
she was getting her cable to add some com-
edy to her ttfe. Robinson pointed oul thai
when1 someone is raped, it is important to
recognize the trouble Ihey go through and
While sexual assault is still a very
prominent problem on the Trinity campus,
Robinson commended the audience for the
number of men in attendance. She also was
very impressed that the president of the
Sexual Assault Force on campus was a
male: Ben Johnson '04. Robinson remind-
ed us that rape and sexual assault are not
just a problem for women. It takes both
men and women working together to stop
the problem of rape. She went on to say that
it is better not to engage in sexual conduct
if you are not sure about the situation, espe-
cially if you or the person you are with has
had something to drink or is doing drugs.
Robinson reminded the audience that
"Rape is not sex. It is a crime of violence.
A perpetrator forces the contact of sexual
body parts. It leaves you angry, ashamed
terrified, and traumatized. Though it
changes you foniver, you do not have to
live witli those feelings for the rest of your
although you may not be able to identify life."
Living Life Like a Froshie
continued from page 11
Room Quality: 5. They're not quite as
small as Little or Frobb, but they are cin-
derblock and very, very warm.
Dormcest rating: 10. Let's just say
they've given new meaning to the term
friendly neighbor.
North: Yes, they may be in Siberia, but
Northerners just use it as an opportunity to
get closer with their neighbors. Emily
Cooperman '07 says that "everybody is
friends with everybody else because we're
so isolated. We just end up hanging out
together." This trend might continue, as
North recently decided to allow only dorm
residents access to the. dorm; everyone else
must get someone to come open the door
for them.
Location: 4. They are close to the
Bistro, but are also within spitting distance
of all the frats, which means all of North,
not just the bathroom, is a frequent pit-stop
for those who just have to go.
Room Quality: 6. Nominally better
than Jones, they have real walls and bright,
primary colored hallways. Reminds me of
being in preschool, as do the fights I've
seen erupt in the hallways.
Dormcest Rating: 7. Pretty high, but
people manage to drag a frat boy home
every once in a while,
Jarvis: The biggest of all the freshmen
dorms and home to the Cities Program,
rooms here were part of the original Trinity
College complex from the 19th century.
Although Jarvis freshmen aren't quite as
near to Mather, they're a more reasonable
distance to Vernon St., meaning less room
for error when walking home inebriated.
Jarvis residents are pretty happy with their
freshman living situation so far, most resi-
dents used "fun" as the one word to
describe (heir home.
Location: 9. Rooms look out either
over the bucolic green ... or the street.
Either way, all the room are pretty central-
ly located to everything.
Room Quality: 5-8. Rooms in Jarvis run
the gamut from former storage closets/maid's
rooms to gigantic quads. If you're lucky
you'll get one with a window seat.
Dormcest Rating: 8. According to resi-
dent Laura Maloney '07, "even if you hook
up with someone in the dorm, you might not
see them for awhile because Jarvis is so big."
Little: So actually there is a difference
between Little and Frobb. According to
Little residents, they really are the bottom of
the barrel. "But we have Little pride," says
Seth Preminger '07, "and everyone is also
really close because we're one of the small-
est dorms. I know everyone on my floor."
Location: 2. As nice as it is to look out
on to Crescent Street and see the drug
deals, most Little residents would trade that
for a nice view of some grass.
Room Quality: 4. Not only are the
rooms insanely overheated, but they're tiny,
Dormcest Rating: 1. According to AJ
Pattison '07, "No one really hooks up with
anyone else because we're all ISP nerds."
Frohman-Robb: The slightly nicer
version of Little, it is equally small and in
the same location. According to some
Frobb residents however, it is possible to
take advantage of the small field in
between the two dorms. For what reasons
they did not specify, so I'll leave that one
up to the reader to decide.
Location: 2. Like Little, Frobb is locat-
ed behind Life Sciences, and far, far away
from the frats.
Room Quality: 4.5. Marginally better
than Little, Frobb rooms have real walls
instead of concrete bricks.
Dormcest Rating: ? Hmm ...couldn't
get a straight answer on this one. Actually I
. got a lot of evasive looks and changing of
the subject. So basically they're all defi-
nitely hooking up with each other.
Community Activist
of the Week:
Hunger Conference
Leaders
Since last May, many Trinity students have been planning and
organizing the 16th annual Hunger and Homeless Conference,
which was held right here on Trinity's campus from October 30th
through Nov. 2. The National Student Campaign against Hunger
and Homelessness sponsored the annual conference and is the
largest student group working on these issues across the nation..
Students and Conference organizers worked for two months to
recruit 350 students from almost 100 schools all over the country.
They also arranged for speakers, panels, and over 60 workshops
that were presented throughout the weekend. Some of the Trinity
students who worked especially hard to put the conference togeth-
er were Caitlin Donohue '06, Lindsey Moore '06, Rosemary
MacManus '06 and Miriam Zichlin '06. The conference was a
huge success and the student volunteers should be extremely
proud of their efforts.
-as*
Alumni Panel
Come meet Trinity alumni/ae currently working
in the fields of law and government.
Moderated by Professor Clyde McKee.
Panelists include:
Melissa Farley'87 Executive Director
Judicial Branch, State of CT
A. Chandlee Kuhn'84 Chief Judge
Family Court of Delaware
Keith Norton'92
JimWhitters'62
RickMcCaulley'87
JeffBuzzi'90
Executive Budget Director
State of CT
Director of Career Services
Suffolk University Law School
Patent Attorney
Special Agent
Department of Homeland Security
Find out what it takes to be successful
in these fields !
WEDNESDAY
November 12,2003
6:30-8:30 PM
At
Career Services
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Trinity Past and Present
continued from page 1
Associate Academic Dean Ronald Spencer
'64 recalls, "There were few, if any special
programs - no internship program, nothing
akin to Guided Studies or other 'gateway'
programs."
Of his years as a Trinity student,
Professor of Art History Alden Gordon '69
stated that "It was a little bit more accept-
able to be an intellectual." Students stud-
ied together for the first two years since
they had many classes in common due to
the strict curriculum requirements.
President Painter recalls some roughhous-
ing in the halls of the freshmen dorms, at
that time Jones and Elton, but also many
study sessions and intellectual discussion.
. Painter remembers, "There was a very
clear sense of class identity. Freshmen for
the first six weeks had to wear a blue beanie
with a 'T' on it and answer questions when
the upperclassmen asked them."
Another marked difference that
Professor of Psychology Randolph Lee '66
recalls were Saturday classes with sessions
beginning as early as 8:30 a.m. Class ses-
sions were held either on Monday,
/\y1964
Our "buddy," Prof. Kirkpatriclc
tion." It was the college education she had
always dreamed of.
This curriculum persisted even into the
'80s, about which Visiting Professor of the
Tutorial College Paul Renaud '85 com-
mented, "Rigor was where you found it if
you wanted to look." Some structure
returned in the early '90s when distribution
There was a very clear sense of class identity.
Freshman for the first six weeks had to wear a blue
beanie with a T1 on it..." - President Painter '58
Wednesday, and Friday or on Tuesday,
Thursday and Saturday.
As society grew more politically liber-
al, so did the curriculum. By 1970 Trinity
had abandoned its strict General Education
requirements for ari open curriculum. One
of the first female students here, now
Professor of Theater and Dance Judy
Dworin '70 says, "I was able to do inde-
pendent studies and work that allowed me
to integrate my interests in dance and art
with my interests in politics and educa-
requiremerits were instituted and minors
were required. Assistant Professor of
Engineering Harry Blaise '94 says,
"Classes were small and every student had
to do a minor, including science majors."
Due to the curriculum requirements
and smaller size of the school, students in
the '50s and '60s had much more social
interaction with their professors. Most of
the faculty lived on campus on Vernon St.
or Allen PI,, so visits to professors' homes
see YEARS on page 14
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Career Mentoring
JSfovemfer igA
Tentative Workshops scheduled:
How to Network
Mock Interviews
Student of Color Networking Beception
Business Etiquette and Brunch
Space is dmited> you mustrsvp!
By Cogging into Trinity Recruiting
http://trincoCCerecruitina.coni
dick, on the CaCencCar section
Cdck on November 15th
Cdck on the event type (workshop)
CCick on Sign-up for this event
JAncCyou are set!
For more information contact
Career Services at ext 4033.
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the Ose of
the YYJagic 8 Ball
AQXJAGJUS
OANUAft.y 20 -
Is Aquarius going to meet The Pat
fv\cC,ee &and? The (Vjagic 8 &alL says:
Don't Count on I t Apparently Pat lv|cC,ee
and his band think that they're better than
you, Aquarius. They're sitting backstage,
eating ChartweLLs cookies and deciding
which zodiac signs they'll introduce them-
seLVfis to. Aquarius just doesn't happen to
be on that VlP List
Pfsces
PEeauAR-y 13 - MAoefJ 20
•Should Pisces regret the Late night
make-out session that i t indulged in Last
Weekend? The h/|agic 8 E>alL says My
•Sources i>ay tw. Although you may not
have a name or a face attached to the
event you Vaguely remember thinking that
it Was fun while it lasted. Life with
regrets is just not as fun as life Without
them — remember that
AftJGS
21 - APfUL. 19
\VilL Aries sustain an unidentified drunk
injury this Weekend? The tragic 8 &aLL
says: You May K*ly m I t While you're
generally a pretty careful person. With
g j p window With your
first sip. ~[o avoid serious injury, Wear sen-
sible shoes. A helmet and some kneepads
WouLdn't hurt either.
TAUOXJS
A P R J L 20 - M A V 20
\ViLL Taurus stay in this Weekend? The
Magic 8 &aLL says: I t is Certain. You'll
have a few nice, quiet nights in the room,
With a romantic comedy, a bottle of Wine,
and some good takeout food, but don't you
Worry, Taurus — you Won't be alone. \Vhen
the movie's over and the food and Wine are
gone. you'LL be retreating into your bed-
room for a nice, quiet _, nevermind.
MAV-21- OUNE 20
Wil l tj"emlni hate an embarrassing, drunk
instant messenger conversation? The
Magic 8 &aLL says: Caniwt Pradld: h W
In that case, you better be safe rather
than sorry, and turn your computer off
before you go out. Thta may not be fool-
proof, as you might figure out how to turn
it on or gain access to another machine,
but it's Worth a try.
O U W G 21 - duty 22
\Vill Cancer get sick this Week? The
Magic 8 EbaLL says: Y«s D*finrtsly. 6orry.
Cancer — the 8 E>alL isn't wishing illness
on you. but the dice of fortune have been
thrown, and this was the unpredicted out-
come. 8 &all Will stop by With chicken
soup and Disney movies, and WiLL.make the
experience as pLeasant as it can be.
better Luck next time.
Leo
Oui_y 23 - A U G U S T 22
\ViLL Leo bomb its next test? The Magic
8 &alL says: As I Asa I t Yes. \Ve cant
all get As aLL the time, and the occasion-
aL D or f* is inevitable in coLLege. Don't
stress about it too much, because the 8
E?aLL thinks that youll make up for it on
the finaL And. since you already know
you'll do badly, you might as WeLL haVe
some fun the night before.
A U G U S T 23 - SePTEM&en. 22
Is Virgo a hot commodity right now? The
Magic 8 &al l says Without a Doubt.
You're just Like J-lanseL but hotter. If you
hear whispers as you pass, they're whis-
pers of aWe. so don't get nervous. Take
advantage of your hotness factor, because
you never know how Long these things Will
last Isn't it nice to be abLe to afford to be
picky? ELnjoy i t
S E P T E M & E A . 23 - O C T O & E G - 22
Is Libra going to pLay the matchmaker this
Week? The Magic 8 E»alL says: My P^eply
Is N?. \Vtoe your abiLity to form Love con-
nections between two acquaintances is
quite impressive, this week.. you're, just
going to havfe to concentrate on making a
LoVe connection of your own. You have per-
mission to be selfish this Week, so keep
all the honeys for yourself.
OCTOBEft- 23 - MoV/EM&Efi. 21
wi l t someone confess their loVe for
-5corpio this Week? The h/|agic 8 &all
says: Y*s- E"ut be Warned, Acorp. It may
not be the person that you Were hoping.
&e polite and gracious, and be. sure that no
feeLings are hurt — it takes a Lot of
courage to lay your heart on the Line,
especially to a .Scorpio, who is. by nature,
intimidating.
Is .Sagittarius going to have: a Lucky
Week? The tyagic 8 &aLL says: H: is
D«td*ILy So. And since the 8 ball's
answers are reLying solely on Luck this
week, it Looks like your Luck has started
already. ^ >it back and enjoy these happy
circumstances, but don't abandon every-
thing to Luck, for example, your homework.
Won't just "Luckily" do. itseLf.
Is Capricorn going to have a great time at
the fall concert? The tyagic 8 &all says:
Concentrate and Ask Again.
Concentrating ... Is Capricorn going to haVe
a great time at the fal l concert? The
Magic 8 &aLL says: As I A M I t Y«s.
That's what concentration does for you.
Now concentrate on having a good time.
Cheersl
». i s ;3S;^K&^y&£^^
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The Best Years of Their Lives: Faculty Alums Spill
r
continued from page 13
were not uncommon.
Spencer says, 'The fact that many of
[the faculty] were bachelors for whom the
college constituted a kind of 'family' also
helps to account for this."
Equally important for the students was
the sense of family fostered by the college.
tant and belonging to one seemed ... a
necessity if one was to have a social life.
However, parties did not really begin until
the weekend and people worked hard from
Sunday noon til Friday afternoon."
Since there were not any women on
campus, mixers were held where the boys
would be bused to the female colleges, or
"Faculty were perceived ... as more formal and
distant than they are now. They were not 'buddies'
with the students." - Prof. Frank Kirkpatrick '64
President Painter says, "What was most
special for me was getting to know the fac-
ulty. It was really the first time you were
meeting adults outside your family."
Despite closer relations, however, an
air of formality lingered from the late 19th
century over the college. Professor of
Religion Frank Kirkpatrick '64 recalls,
"Faculty were perceived, at least by me, as
more formal and distant than they are now.
They were not 'buddies' with the stu-
dents."
Professor of History Jack Chatfield '65
shares a similar recollection: "One of my
most memorable experiences is walking
into what is now the Cinestudio and seeing
all the history professors dressed in the
most fashionable garb. One had a sense
that one had arrived at one of the most elite
institutions of the East."
Another reason faculty and students
were more connected is because, as Prof.
Gordon relates, the faculty were not prima-
rily scholars. Professor of Engineering
David Ahlgren '64 says, "We were
extremely lucky to work with faculty mem-
bers who were dedicated. They were real-
ly good at teaching outside the classroom."
Like the faculty today, the faculty then was
largely'.supportive of student innovation.
Dworvn; pioneer, and part-founder of
the Theater/Dance program, remembers
Dean Spencer, her advisor at the time, as
being extremely supportive of her thesis
idea. She says, "I did my American Studies
thesis as both a paper and a dance piece and'
[my faculty advisors] were very open to my
project."
Prof. Lee reminisced about the soap
box derby the fraternities hosted during
Spring Weekend. Vernon St. was lined
with both faculty and students, all of whom
were often times sipping beer and chatting.
Lee elaborates, "Freshman year we decided
to march on
/vy1969
A dapper young Prof. Gordon.
the capital to protest the abolition of drink
ing on campus and there were faculty that
were involved in that too."
The early '90s were not the only party
glory days at Trinity. The all-male student
body of the '50s and '60s knew how to
have a good time as well. Fraternity life
was a much more dominant presence with
approximately 10 or 11 fraternities on cam-
pus. Spencer, who had a short stint as a Psi
U brother along with Chatfield, recalls,
"About 80% of all upperclassmen (sopho-
mores and up) pledged a fraternity."
Kirkpatrick, a member of the Illuminati
Knights of America, says, "There was a lot
of drinking, fraternities were very impor-
vice-versa, for parties. President Painter
remembers, "On big party weekends we
would all have dates come. They would
stay in the frat house and we had to move
out."
Local girls were also another source of
dating. Gordon said, 'There was a subcul-
ture of dating called 'floozy' (that no one
admitted to). 'Floozy' were the local girls
that would come up during the week and
parade around Vernon St. You could
almost hail them down like a cab."
Despite these boyish antics, the school
also fostered intellectual engagement and
fun. Gordon simultaneously recalled
'They had major speakers come in. They
spent much more money on big-time intel-
lectual events."
This atmosphere extended over the
frats as well, as Lee asserts, "There was a
'60s and early '70s anti-establishment
movement, the Greek system remained
strong. Renaud says, "[It] was a major part
of the social scene ... Drinking was a major
problem for a small but visible segment of
the campus ... Getting together with
groups of friends to socialize was an effec-
tive alternative."
Blaise concurs: "The social scene was
dominated by the frats on Vernon St. Even
so, there was a real sense of student
engagement on social and intellectual
issues."
The campus has always been self-con-
tained for sources of entertainment. Says
Gordon, 'The neighborhood was not full of
entertainment but there were still some things
to do. We could at least walk to Park St."
At that time the neighborhood was
mostly French Canadian blue collar work-
ers. People from the neighborhood rarely
came on campus and as President Painter
says, 'They all thought we were sort of the
rich kids on the hill."
This degree of separation became
greater by the early '80s.
Renaud recalls, "... the fence was up and
active. Students rarely went beyond the,
gates ... In the surrounding communities
there were run-down buildings, gang war-
fare, and an environment of fear on campus."
Suffice to say that we have ameliorated
our community interactions to a large
extent, but the process is ongoing. For the
future, Gordon asserts, "The goals of the
most professors would like to see a
stronger intellectual community.
Lee, Kirkpatrick, Gordon, Chatfield,
and Blaise all join in Dean Spencer's opin-
ion that, "As to the future, I'd like to see a
stronger intellectual community developed
in which students and faculty have more
and more varied kinds of interaction out-
"We should be able to control who is coming on
campus in a way that does not make people feel
excluded." - Prof. Alden Gordon '69
real genuine competition [among the frats]
for the highest GPA."
Though it suffered some criticism and
many fraternities disappeared in the late
master plan have to be built out, We should
be able to control who is coming on cam-
pus in a way that does not make people feel
excluded;" Beyond community relations*
Ay 1985
A "rigorous" Prof. Renaud.
side the laboratory and classroom."
Dworin elaborates, "I'd like to see
Trinity become a place that is more cul-
turally and politically allied, where stu-
dents are independently motivated to pur-
sue their studies." On a lighter note,
Gordon encourages the revival of the road
trip for purposes of dating and for the pur-
poses of seeking other intellectual life
forms, of course.
Lastly, Professor Ahlgren '64 adds,
"What I would like to see for Trinity is a
bigger endowment, increasing opportuni-
ties for lower middle class students to
attend and more scholarship money."
Moving upwards and onwards is a goal
both intellectually and monetarily.
WMm.Pip»p
lwHi
www.trinitytripod.com/scholarships
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FEATURING EIGHT
POWERFUL FILMS
« INCLUDING
WWW.CINE5TUDIO.OR6
Tine Laramie Project * 2001 - Sun New 1&,
1 ;O0 PNI AND 4 ;# PM (TWO SCREENINGS
- FREE) Dir. Raises Kaufman •• WHh Peter
Fonda, Janeaine Garofalo, Clea Duvall.
Director Moises Kaufman ccfistucted the
script of The Lsramie Project ustag hurdrads
of hauis of aclualfesiimoniss to- people
involved in the story-nf that irtijrcte « fem
Ma:the^v's family and friends, to the
policswomsn who: .found, tins Si'yearold'g
baterad body, ancttis two youngman found
guilty Di beaiina him to deaih.Wiih .a firaHate
cast :hat Innludes Grristina Rlnni. Stevn
BuBoemi, Jameane Garofalp, Laura linney
and Peter Fonda, The Lsramfe Project is a
harrowing. myvUg an'4 rugely Important
msfuimen: to a dark daj in recent history that
wa srmulrl never target, wuvw.hbo.
eomi'fi I ms/krsmk'1 - 95 mins.
All films are free for
Trinity stu dents.
• Please show ID at'.
box office.
Camp - -20*3 - FRI MOV U 7:30PM
Dir. Todd Graff / Wr Dani&l Latteris,
Bfitianj Pnllack, Joanna Chilcorst, Rnbin cs JEISIJS
This- joyful i lm wars its heart on its sleeve and
fiver/ ofier available surfiacs. Camp is a fessh -air
rFarn§". stout a summsr camp fer tal^ftfed
•teenag@s who ane hooked on musical theater.
Ignored or shunnerl in ttiair high schools. 1hay can
relax and be accepts das, themselves 6cmewh«e
where Stephen SonJhelm » worshipped the'Viiay
Michael -Jordan is Bwryvirieria eisa.; As the
summer draws on the various subplots conve-rge
at trie big enri*of<s«eason benefit. Is talented
golden-boy Visd honest in his feelings about
ESIer? Can cross-dressing Michael hove a
relationship with his parents;? Will one-hit-wgn^r
muafcal playwrighi and inoff.carip counselor Bert
Han ley remain mired indrink and cynkssnV Ynu II
have to come to Camp to find ouil -
www.ifc1llfTi3.co m/camp^ » 114 mins
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Everything'sGreatWith
California-Based Limbeck
RYAN BRODEUR
ARTS WRITER
Remember that Apple commercial with
the monkeys that were in a band, playing
music in a garage? Anyone? Yeah, me nei-
ther, but for those few diehard Macphiles
who do know what I'm talking about, the
band you were hearing was Limbeck, a
Southern California rock quartet. Their lat-
est release, Hi, Everything's Great, is out
on Doghouse Records, which has named
Limbeck's latest the century's first essen-
tial road record.
www.limbeck.net
Everything's great for Limbeck.
The band itself seems to have bought
into the "road record" mantra surrounding
them and it is apparent with the most casu-
al of glances at their record's packaging:
the cover is a full shot of the desert horizon,
and instead of liner notes the inside are a
number of mini black and white postcards.
Each one is different, and each carries the
lyrics of one of the album's songs. Vocalist,
guitarist and lyricist Robb MacLean
revealed in an interview with
Bettawreckonize.com, an online music
'zine, that he wrote the lyrics to each one of
Everything's songs by looking at photos he
took on their tours. It is this sense of scrap-
book memory that pervades the album. The
lyrics are not introspective examinations,
such seemingly uncomplicated lyrics to be
honeyed over with a wash of generic gui-
tars and drums. However, that is not the
case here: Patrick Carrie (guitar), Justin
Entsminger (bass) and Matt Stephens
(drums) put together an entirely convincing
backdrop. With the ringing of Telecasters,
bass and 4/4 snares, Everything's has just
the right combination of rock weight and
country twang.
It's kind of hard to explain, but try this:
Picture St. Louis. Now, picture St. Louis
broken up into four separate musical parts
and put a metronome next to it. That's the
sound these guys come out with, like driv-
ing through St. Louis for the first time and
remembering it in a series of images and
sounds. No song is the same as another.
The Fender lines are ripped uniquely for
each one, and there's just that little some-
thing that sets whatever song is playing
apart from the rest. Instrumentals were also
recorded with a nice balance of polish and
roughness, neither soaking in a Pro Tools
bath, nor pushing constantly with the grit
of a low-fi session.
Hi, Everything's Great is mainly an
upbeat record, and a top notch one at that.
It is, however, the two slower tracks that
are the standouts. "The Sun Woke the
Whole State" and "In Ohio on Some Steps"
are the two songs that will make you fall
hard for Limbeck. The blaring guitars back
off in both songs, and the sun has gone
down. " : '. '
Acoustic rhythms find their way back
to the front, while MacLean's vocals stop
grinning and start speaking with the lucidi-
ty that comes only when the rest of the
world has gone to sleep: "Got home a little
late, it was 3 o'clock. / It rained for just a
little bit and then stopped. /Emily said she
was from Milwaukee. / I thought it was
Virginia. / Then she said, 'yeah Virginia,
but now it's Ohio,"" as it goes in "In Ohio
On Some Steps." "With his voice stepping
Limbeck and their crazy animal dolls.
but rather cursory examinations of life as it
marches forward.
The number of references to the high-
way systems and driving can at times seem
ridiculous. On the album opener, "Honk +
Wave," MacLean begins the assault,
singing "So I'll just keep taking the 15
through. / It's kind of early so I'm swerv-.
ing. / There's really nothing else to do
except sit and keep steering, thinking, driv-
ing through her state." Much the same on
"Julia," "Some days I'm on the 8. But
sometimes I'm on the 22, in rush hour traf-
fic. /1 never thought I'd fall apart. / I hate
sitting on the 22. 11 got a shrink that lives
near Second Street."
The album speeds by at under forty
minutes, each song slightly similar to those
before, yet none boring or repetitive. The
album wraps up with "Comin' from
Tucson," where MacLean recounts an early
morning return from a stop in Tucson, Ariz.
It is almost impossible to label MacLean's
lyrics shallow or unenlightened because
each line is sharply written, noting with
uncanny clarity what the rest of the world
takes for granted. His vocals are sung with
such conviction that you can imagine the
sights and sounds they represent.
Of course, it's easy for an album with
www.limbeok.net
easily in and out of a careful falsetto and
maintaining all of his conviction and per-
suasiveness, MacLean demonstrates the
full range of his vocal capacity, and Carrie
proves that a guitar line need not be over-
bearing to be remembered. Consider these
two pieces to be the passenger-seat songs
on the album: it's ok to fall asleep listening
to them.
If you've made it this far in the review,
you've probably swallowed and come to
the verge of spitting back up the images
I'm trying to connect with this fantastic
band. It may seem heavy-handed, but that's
what is needed. This is not an album of
woe-is-me alt ballads, nor is it one of der-
riere-kicking 'f$@! the world' battle cries.
The only thing it closely resembles is a
road trip, and all the things that come with
it.
Tell you what, try it out for yourself.
Get yourself a copy (I'll even burn you one
if you'd like) and find a car. Windows
down or heater roaring on high, whichever
fits your, fancy. Insert Limbeck Hi,
Everything's Great. Raise volume.
Commence driving at unsafe speeds and let
the lines between sight and sound blur, and
there you have what the Hi, Everything's
Great really is.
Emo Bands Are Starting
to Expand Their Sounds
JOSHUA CERRETTI
ARTS WRITER
If there weren't already enough com-
plexities to a reviewing two albums in one
piece, this week's selections make the
chances of coherency even more difficult
with long names and album titles. For sim-
plicity's sake, Coheed and Cambria's In
Keeping Secrets of Silent Earth: 3 is a pro-
gressive epic that I will refer to as Coheed's
In Keeping. Brand New's Deja Entendu
seems palatable enough to refer to it by the
full name. These two albums deserve to be
mentioned in the same breath because both
display the leaps that two somewhat stock
"emo" bands are taking in exploring new
boundaries and changing the molds for
modern rock music.
Coheed's In Keeping is only their sec-
ond album, but the third story in a five-part
novel written by vocalist Claudio Sanchez.
The story is obtusely told through the songs
and wouldn't make sense to me if it hadn't
been explained to me by Josh, Coheed's
drummer, in a church parking lot once
(long, long story).
At first, this seems to reek of the con-
cept-album pretension that doomed many a
promising rock band (see the Smashing
Pumpkin's Melancholy and the Infinite
Sadness), but Coheed truly has the skills to
pull this off. Not only do the lyrics have a
salience beyond a boy^meets-girl and gets
his heart broken story, but the music swirls
through huge guitars, stadium-effect
drums, and meticulous production that
belays an attenlion to detail rarely seen by
an underground artist.
Instead of conjuring a dirty basement
and sloppy power chords, Coheed manages
to combine the shredding solos of Van
Halen with the grand sense of scale told by
an opera and time-signature changes seen
previously only in techno, and still man-
ages to keep it accessible. Admittedly, the
lulling introductory track and occasional
interlude of noise give the album some
skippable parts, and Claudio's voice con-
sistently stays at a sometimes uncomfort-
able falsetto throughout; but, those less
song-based tracks add to the epic feel and
www.merchnow.com
Coheed and Cambria's symbol.
the falsetto is much more Prince or Rush
than the whiny sort of high exemplified by
many emo bands.
Brand New's Deja Entendu is also a
sophomore release, and though it goes
about progression in more subtle ways than •
In Keeping the album is miles ahead of
their first release Your Favorite Weapon.
Brand New still tackles those universal
concepts of self-doubt, heartbreak, and
friendship but without regressing into
morose self-loathing or immature plati-
tudes on high school love. The album is
over-flowing with simply awesome chorus-
es that don't rely on the same tools of sing-
alongs and poppy progression to evoke a
see COHEED on page 17
austinartsGenter
Our Town: (Re)visited
Thursday, Nov. 13 - Sunday, Nov. 15
13,14-8p.m.;15 -2 p.m.
Austin Arts Center, Garmany Hall
Thornton Wilder's classic play "Our Town" receives a fresh interpretation.
Juxtaposed against pop culture landscape and weaving in stand-up comedy and pop
music, this contemporary version considers the issues of politics and racism. This
student ensemble project is directed by Professor Mitchell Polin of the Department
of Theater and Dance.
the Memory of Mel
Friday, Nov. 21
8 p.m.
Austin Arts Center, Goodwin Theater
The life of Mel Wong, New York-based dancer/choreographer and former instructor
of Trinity's Theater and Dance Department, is honored in this uplifting memorial
performance by Trinity faculty and guests. Silva Martins performs a solo piece by
Mel; the Judy Dworin Performance Ensemble and Rachna Agrawal present new
works created in Mel's honor: Mel's wife Connie Kreemer presents an Isadora
Duncan reconstruction, and Abdoulaye Sylla performs exuberant African dance.
Lesley Farlow performs a new work created by guest choreographer Ann Adamovic,
and students present a new work choreographed by Cheri Soule. Video footage of
Mel performing his signature yo-yo piece will also be shown.
Trinity College Concert Choir
Saturday, Nov. 22 - Sunday Nov. 23
8 p.m.
Hamlin Hall
The intimate, wood-paneled Hamlin Hall serves as the backdrop for this annual fall
concert. This special evening with chamber orchestra features Bach's Cantata No.
106 "Gottes Zeit," sung in German; Hindemith's "Frau Musica," a cantata on texts
of Martin Luther, sung in English; plus English and Italian madrigals, and arrange-
ments of popular songs by Queen, Billy Joel, and Kurt Well. Conducted by Music
Professor Gerald Moshell.
Trinity Jazz Night
Monday, Nov. 24
8 p.m.
Austin Arts Center, Goodwin Theater
An evening of jazz spanning several decades, performed by a student ensemble
underneath the direction of saxophonist, Kris Allen
www. austinarts. org
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i A Funny Rim With a
Sappy Christmas Ending
CAMERON MCGUIRE
ARTS CONTRIBUTOR
Elf, the new film by director John
Favreau (Made, Swingers) is a two-sided
flick if I ever saw one. It is a knee-slapping,
belly-aching comedy replete with hilarious
one-liners and classic Will Ferrell-isms.
However, it is also an over-the-top, incred-
ibly corny groan-inducing "holiday cheer"
movie. As I told a friend last night after
returning from the movis, the first 45 min-
utes were so funny I wanted to piss myself,
Alan Markfield/New Line Productions
Ferrell and Santa go for a ride.
and I was dehydrated.
The last 45 minutes were so bad I
wanted to sharpen the bone in my index
finger into a point and stab myself repeat-
edly. The problem with Elf was that it tried
to be two different movies at once. In an
attempt that was made, I believe, to appeal
to the largest possible audience and, as a
result, prevented the movie from being
solid.
There is no denying that Will Ferrell is
a comedic genius. When Ferrell was on
Saturday Night Live, there was a huge
increase in viewer support as people tuned
in every Saturday to see Craig the Spartan
Cheerleader or junior high school teacher
Marty Culp. A Night at the Roxbury was a
hilarious flick, even if it was a relative fail-
ure in the box-office, and, of. course,
Ferrell's most famous and funniest movie,
Old School.
The story begins when Will Ferrell is
put up for adoption at birth and manages to
crawl into Santa's sack where he is taken
back to the North Pole and brought up by
Santa Claus (Edward Asner) and an elf sur-
rogate father (Patrick Baynham) as Buddy
the "Elf."
The movie continues as Ferrell leaves
the North Pole to search for his biological
father (James Caan) who is a greedy chil-
dren's book publisher living in New York
City. As he travels "through the seven lev-
els of the candy cane forest and past the
swirly twirly sea of gumdrops," Buddy gets
attacked by a raccoon, run over by a taxi
cab, and beats up a Gimbel's Department
Store Santa Clause.
Like I said before, the first 45 minutes
were awesome; however, all good things
must come to an end. Elf crashed and
burned as it went from a pants-wetting
comedy flick to a cheesy wannabe feel-
good movie about Christmas spirit, believ-
ing in Santa Claus, and giving to others.
I'm not saying that movies about Christmas
Spirit are bad; in fact, some of them are
quite good (e.g. It's a Wonderful Life,
Miracle on 34th Street, Scrooged, A
Christmas Carol, etc.) However, Favreau's
attempt to make a Chestnut's Roasting on
an Open Fire-type of film did not work out,
and detracted from the overall appeal of the
movie. Sitting through the last 45 minutes
of cheesiness made the humor of the first
forty-five minutes much more forgettable.
At times, the lines were so awful that I
actually laughed at the movie because of its
attempt to be a feel-good warm-your-soul
flick. If Will Ferrell had not been in the
movie or if his humor had not been so
damn good I would not recommend this
movie to anyone, but alas, I think everyone
should see it at least once just to hear some
of the one-liners and the great jokes. B-
Coheed and Brand New
Create Successful Works
continued from page 16
response.
Deja Entendu doesn't stick to one type
of song, either, exploring both the slow and
mellow alongside the harsher and more
plaintive. Most of the mellow tracks still
stay guitar-based, lushly acoustic and actu-
ally sounding like guitar. Perhaps the
strongest aspect that Brand New has culti-
vated is unique vocal harmony.
The Finest example of this is the outro
to "The Quiet Things that No One Ever
Knows" where the back-and-forth yells of
the chorus meld with a three-part overdub
of choir-esque vocals. Brand New doesn't
completely abandon their roots in poppy-
punk and emo in Deja Entendu but instead
of just putting out another mediocre piece
of cross poetry, Brand New bases them-
selves in great rock music.
In Keeping is clearly a more ambitious
and technical album than Deja Entendu,
though Brand New's seven-minute track
"Good to Know if I Ever Need Attention I
Just Have to Die" is about as ambitious as
a four-piece band can get. Each of these
albums show the different paths that two
bands perceived as disposably trite and
ably significant album that emo and hard-
core musicians in the future will say
changed their life, but Brand New stands
far above bands like Taking Back Sunday
and the Starting Line, who they once
www.ama20n.com
The cover of Brand New's latest album.
shared much ground with. There is great
potential in both of these bands and they
will most likely only grow in regard and
influence as time goes on.
If you enjoy Coheed and Cambria's In
Keeping, you should hit up your parents'
artists.mp3s.com
The members of Coheed and Cambria look at you.
over-emotional have came into their own.
Though In Keeping is not Pink Floyd's
The Wall or even Mars Volta's Debused in
the Comatoriwn, there is much of that base
there that necessitates the denial. At the
same time, Deja Entendu is not
Jawbreaker's Dear You or some other suit-
record collection for a copy of Rush's
Moving Pictures or check out some more
modern examples in Thrice, Cave-In, or
Sunday's Best. Brand New's Deja Entendu
shares many similarities with Jimmy Eat
World's Clarity, and Cursive's Such
Blinding Lights for Tired Eyes.
BENTO
IchibanBento 19.95
Sushi app. Sashimi app. Short rib, Gyoza rice
Seafood Bento 18.95
Salmon teriyaki, shrimp tempura, Shumai, California roll
MAKI SUSHI DINNER
: (Includes miso soup)
Maki Combination 12.95
20 pieces of various maki sushi (California maki, Tuna maki and cucumber maki)
Futomaki 11.95
10 pieces of big rolls with a variety of sushi vegetables
Ichibanroll 13.95
Tuna, Salmon, White fish and rice 10 Pieces
SUSHI & SASHIMI DINNER
Sushi regular 14.9S
Assorted fresh Fish on seasoned rice
Sushi Deluxe 18.95
Sushi lover's choice, 10-pieces of nigiri sushi and 8-pieces of California maki
Chirashi Sushi : 15.95
Various sushi vegetables and fresh fish on a bed of sushi rice
Sushi Sashimi Combination 23.95
One of our best sellers, delightful! combination of sushi and sashimi
Sashimi Deluxe 24.95
Artfully sliced raw fish, garnished with threaded radish
Omakase Sushi 34.95
Top selection of sushi for 2-people
Sushi or Sashimi Special Price Varies
Specially selected fresh raw fish for 2-peaple or more sashimi lovers
MEAT
Kalbi 2 M • 16-9S
Marinated short ribs' of beef, barbecued with their own natural juices.
BeefBulgogi 4-Z&] •.
Savory pieces of marinated beef, tender and juicy
PorkBuIgogi 5(1*1 #3-71 13-9S
Sliced loin of pork marinated with chili sauce and flame broiled
JaeyukGui *fl-%™iL6l 13.95
Pork loin with vegetable; spicy and hot
Chicken Teriyaki S H H • •• 13-9s
Marinated breast of chicken, flame broiled with teriyaki sauce.
NegimaYakiBeef ^-aia] M.95
Beef with seallion rolls, flame -broiled with teriyaki sauce
Beef Teriyaki sfcjL7l*l|sl6>;7| 15.95
Tender beef steak barbecued
ICHIBAN
JAPANESE KOREAN
RESTAURANT
(860)236-5599; (860)236-2669(Fax)
530 Farmington Ave., Hartford, CT 06105
TEMPURA
Shrimp Tempura -*fl-f ^ W 14.95
Shrimp and vegetables lightly battered and deep fried to golden perfeclion
Vegetable Tempura «>*R U^M" 12-»S
Vegetables lightly battered and fried to golden perpection.
Chapchae #*f| • • •• " .95
Famous clear noodle, stir-fried with beef and fresh garden vegetables.
Stir fried vegetables °>*n-Sr§- 11.95
Variety of fresh vegetables
SEAFOOD
Shrimp Teriyaki -*))-f B)1B]°M 14.95
Large shrimp with vegetables in teriyaki sauce.
Salmon Teriyaki "£<H fll^o)?! 14.95
Sashimi grade salmon steak in teriyaki sauce.
ScaUop Teriyaki7>E|-Hl BflBjo)^ 14.95
Scallop and shitake mushroom with teriyaki sauce
Stir-Fried Squid SL%°] $r%- 1355
Sliced tender pieces of squid, pan-frid with vegetables in a hot sauce.
Stir-Fried Octopus # * 1 ^ ' 14.9S
- Tender pieces of baby octopus, stir-fried in spicy sauce
Sea Trout Special SJ] 'Jftf^ ..„ 15.95
Oriental sea trout (whole) prepared with traditional oriental seasoning
Unadon ^ \ S*fl- 14.95
Fresh water eel broiled in special sauce '
APPETIZERS
Yaki-Gyoza «JHW -.- • • fma11 " J
Pan-fried dumplings with meat and vegetables Large 9.50
Sliced Codfish -"I'M • • 5.95
Fan-fried fish coaled with egg flour
Ebi Shumai - n ^ H - • •• *-9S
Steamed shrimp dumpling
Kani Shumai <jrt"H 4.95
Steamed crab dumpling
Edamame 45rHf- 4.95
Half boiled fresh soybeans
Steamed Tofu °<N T^r; •  4.95
Seasoned with soy sauce scallions and nori
Shrimp Tempura -*H-f *$*& • ^.95
Deep fried shrimp and vegetables in light batter
Yakitori °}>A &$ • • 4.9S
Skewers of chicken and seallion wiih teriyaki sauce
Shitake 3 . 3 . ^ ^ - 5.95
Fresh mushroom wiih sesame oil sauteed
Softshell Crab Tempura AQQ •• 8-9S
Deep fried softshell crab
Ika Tempura SL%<>\ U T ^ • ••• ?.95
Deep fried medium size squid
Oriental Steak Tarter fr$ 9.95
Finely mixed raw beef wiih special seasonings
Seasoned top Shells - f ^ o ] J-% 9.95
Marinated bai lop shells with hot and spicy seasonings
Raw Cattle Fish Moochim ^ l * ! - ? - ^ 9-9 S
Sliced fresh cattle fish and mixed vegetable w/spicy sauce
Scallion Pancake J ! - ^ S ) ^ 9.50
Crisp and spicy; anybody's favorite
HaemulPajun ^ f l ^ ^ • 12.50
Seafood, Seallion. Vegetables in wheat flour pan cake
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Greater Hartford Academy of the Arts Throws Rave
Euripedes Update Succeeds in Engaging Both Audience and Students at the Learning Corridor Friday
continued from page I
like an anima] by the delusional Agave (I
believe she's his mother in The Bacchae,
though she plays the role of Pentheus's
girlfriend in Rave), who thinks she is
attacking a mountain lion. The moral of
the story? Don't mess with the gods.
That's all well and good for a Greek
tragedy, but what does it mean for a high
school theater production? It means a
transformation of Dionysus into the Goth
overlord of the rave scene, his faithful
Bacchae (dressed as though they went to
Hot Topic and bought out the store) as the
goth/punks who live for the rave.
Pentheus gets a modern makeover into
the star of the basketball team and Agave,
his girlfriend, is a cheerleader who gets a
rave- worthy makeover after she is seduced
into becoming one of the Bacchae.
Twenty students filled out the cast of
... dressed as though
they went to Hot Topic
and bought out the store.
Rave, and every single one of them gave a
great performance. And I'm not talking the
condescending great-for-a-high-school-
play kind of great; I mean great period.
Todd Hall gave an especially captivating
performance as the sexually ambivalent,
and thoroughly seductive Dionysus, coun-
tered nicely by Joey {Camay's bratty, yet
hard to hate Pentheus.
Hall and Kamay succeeded in building
a tension between their characters that kept
the play interesting and left the audience
unsure as to how the situation would
resolve itself, and more importantly, unsure
as to how they would want the situation to
resolve itself. Chinaza Uche and Brigid
Pasco, playing Kadmos (the injured basket-
ball player) and Teiresius (the team's train-
er) respectively, worked well as the charac-
ters on the periphery of this battle between
the jocks and the ravers; and Pat Donohue
O' Sullivan, Bryan Swarmstedt, and Ben
Izzo (playing basketball players #12, #9,
and #23) were con-
vincing as
Pentheus's thuggish
jock posse.
Devorah Ketai
also gave a stand
out performance at
the end of the play
as the maddened
Agave who was
tricked into killing
her boyfriend by
Dionysus.
At the heart of
this play were the
Bacchae, played by
Jane Bradley,
Chrissie Bodznick,
K r i s t e n
C h i u c a r e l l o ,
C o u r t n e y
Fitzgerald, Lauren
Francis, Sarah
Kronisch, Danielle
Meyers, Kyla
Ocain, Rachael
Oxnian, Ariel
R o s e n - B r o w n ,
Kasey Ryan, and
Kelley Williams. The Bacchae served as a
chorus, setting the mood of the play during
sticks they carried, singing their own words
to the tune of popular music from the likes
of Jimmy Page, Radiohead, and Nirvana.
While the individual performances were
impressive, the Bacchae collectively made
the show.
You might be ask-
ing yourself: "Why the
update? If you wanted
to put on The Bacchae
of Euripedes why
don't you just bust out
the togas and put on a
classical version of
it?" Jennings touches
on the reasons for his
adaptation in his direc-
tor's note, titled:
"Rethinking the high
school play ... (a man-
ifesto)."
Jennings believes
that the reason the tra-
ditional theater audi-
ence is growing older
and dying off without
being replaced by
younger audiences is
because "We, as the-
ater artists, have aban-
doned the young audi-
Abilvloldover ence - more specifi-
Hall and Ketai as Dionysus and Agave. cal ly w e n a v e aban-
doned the high school
audience."
He goes on to assert: "The scant reper-
T h e scant repertoire that exists for adolescent
audiences tends to be incredibly condescending..."
- Rave Director, Bill Jennings
their musical interludes.
They performed impressive and often
complicated choreography with the large
toire that exists for adolescent audiences
tends to be incredibly condescending - not
the greatest way to earn the respect of the
average American teenager."
Rave is far from condescending or
I'm not talking the con-
descending great-for-a-
high-school-play kind of
great; I mean great period.
moralizing. Neither Dionysus nor
Pentheus are decidedly good or evil. You
respect Dionysus's argument for freedom
for creative self-expression, but you also
understand Pentheus's argument about the
dangers of illicit substance abuse and let-
ting yourself go too far into the madness of
the rave.
Though Dionysus seems like the
underdog throughout the play, when he
defeats Pentheus in the end, you can't help
feeling badly about the outcome. There is
no clear answer or easily defined solution
at the end of this play, and that's just how
Jennings intended it to be. He wrote: "We
need plays that speak to the concerns of
young adults, without patronizing them,
without moralizing, without pretending to
have answers they already know we don't
have."
Rave was thoroughly enjoyable from
start to finish, and it was clear that the cast
was having as much fun, if not more, put-
ting it on than I had watching it. The good
news is that you still have a chance to
check this play out for yourself.
The production is running next week-
end Friday, Nov. 14 and Saturday, Nov. 15
at 7:30 p.m,in The Black Box Theater on
Washington St, Tickets are on'sale for $5
and you can call and reserve them at the
box office (860) 757-6388, Make the call;
check it out. And who knows? Maybe I
won't be the only one transferring back to
high school.
Carnage Nov. 9-11
9 - 2:30 p.m., 7:30 p.m.; 10, 11 - 7:30 p.m.
(France/Spain, 2003) The demise of a 1,000 pound Andalusian
bull at a bullfight in Spain is only the beginning of the animal's mys-
terious afterlife, in a startlingly original film by the 28-year-old first
time writer/director Delphine Gleize. As various parts of the bull's
body are shipped throughout Europe, they act as catalysts for everyone
they touch. "A visceral unsettling comedy of astonishing originality -
Stephen Holden, New York Times. Winner of the Prix de la Jeunesse at
the 2002 Cannes Film Festival and Best First Film at the London Film
Festival. 130 min.
Eros Film Festival
Girls will be Girls Nov. 12
7:30 p.m.
In this hilarious drag extravaganza Evie (Jack Plotnick), an aging
actress in the twi-dark of her career, drinks her way through the day,
longing to jump-start her career and any man in the vicinity. Her
roommate and verbal punching bag, Coco (Clinton Leupp), only
yearns for one thing: to have a child with the doctor that performed
her abortion. When Varla Jean Merman (Jeffery Roberson), a country
girl with a bit of an eating disorder and her own dreams of making it
as an actress, joins the household, their aspirations and sordid pasts
come to an unforgettable boiling point. 79 min.
Stranger Inside Nov.l 3
7:30 p.m.
An unflinching portrait of Treasure Lee (Yolanda Ross), a young
African American lesbian who has been in and out of jail for as long
as she can remember. Beautifully photographed and set to a sound-
track of hip-hop, a capella and the blues, Stranger Inside touches the
raw nerves of race, sex and family in unforgettable ways. 97 min.
Camp Nov. 14
7:30 p.m.
This joyful film wears its heart on its sleeve and every other
available surface. Camp is a fresh-air "Fame" about a summer camp
for talented teenagers who are hooked on musical theater. Ignored
or shunned in their high schools, they can relax and be accepted
as themselves somewhere where Stephen Sondheim is worshiped the
way Michael Jordan is everywhere else. 114 min.
The Hunger Nov. 14
10 p.m.
Catherine Deneuve and David Bowie are rich, beautiful, and oh-
so chic as denizens of the night in this sexy vampire 1980s classic.
Dressed in sleek outfits and stylish sunglasses, they haunt rock and
roll clubs on the prowl for young blood. Being a vampire never
looked more appealing. But when Bowie ages dramatically Deneuve
seeks a new mate in Sarandon and seduces her in a sunlight-bathed
afternoon of smooth, silky sex The Hunger is the perfect film for a
dark autumn night... 100 min.
www.cine studio, org
IREEDILIMiRY
Across from CPTV
(South Campus)
287 New Britain Avenue
Hartford, CT
(86O) 247-O234
FREE DELjVFgY
EAT IN or TAKE OUT
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Matrix Revolutions Fails to Live Up to All the Hype
Despite Almost Two Years ofBuild-Up, Final Matrix Film is a Letdown, Making One Terrible Trilogy
GREG POLIN
ARTS EDITOR
The Matrix was an exceed-
ingly enjoyable action film. It
didn't attempt to be more than it
was. The Wachowski brothers
didn't try to claim that it wasn't a
sci-fi kung-fu film. Then, they
had this notion to turn what was a
good idea, into a trilogy. They
created a media blitz for over two
years. Word of the films came
from Time Magazine, the New
York Times, television specials,
and even a DVD devoted entirely
to getting people excited about
the series.
Then, finally, Matrix
Reloaded (a terrible, terrible
name) was released. This time it
wasn't just an action film, it was
an action film with large chunks
film: Matrix Reloaded is no more
than an overstated commercial
product, just another commodity
and nothing more. The extras fol-
low: A look at the Matrix phe-
nomenon, inspired design and
advertising, Enter the Matrix:
making the game, What is the
Animatrixl, and finally, The
MTV Movie Awards and
Reloaded. Who would ever want
to watch such features? They are
just glorified commercials.
Now, before I move on to the
latest and last Matrix film, Matrix
Revolutions, it's worth briefly
discussing trilogies in general.
Never in the history of
Hollywood has a trilogy failed.
Certainly Godfather Part III was
disappointing, but it didn't matter
because the first two films were
high-art.
I preemptively add it to the list).
If you look at all of these
movies, you generally will find
one movie which is considerably
weaker than the other two: Back
to the Future Part III, Romeo and
Juliet, Indiana Jones and the
Temple of Doom, and probably
The Two Towers. Yes, I'm not
stating my opinion on Star Wars,
too many politics involved.
With that in mind, my faith,
as well as the faith of millions,
began to grow for Matrix
Revolutions. Matrix Reloaded
could have just been a weak
bridge movie leading up to an
explosive final film.
For some reason, the fact that
the film was going to open every-
where worldwide on the same
day, reassured me of this (only
after seeing Revolutions did I
its were still rolling from the pre-
vious showing and many of the
patrons were still there.
I took a prime seat directly
behind the metal bar marking the
start of the stadium styled seating.
How about with sun-glasses, a
receding hairline? I tried to kill
you in the Matrix so many times."
Amazingly enough, it takes Neo
getting an electrical pipe shoved
into his eyes to realize who Bane
Even by itself, Matrix Revolutions is
one of the worst action films of all time.
www.whatisthematrix.com
Hugo Weaving as Agent Smith. It would have been awesome if he had won. Just look at himi
of Philosophy For Dummies
tossed in here and there. The
Wachowski brothers hailed them-
selves as geniuses, and everyone
else thought the film was sub-par.
Later, when the DVD came out,
the extras on the second disc
revealed the true meaning of the
Baz Luhrmann's Red Curtain
Trilogy (Romeo and Juliet,
Strictly Ballroom, Moulin Rouge)
was very popular. I don't even
have to mention (though I will
anyway) such trilogies as Indiana
Jones, Back to the Future, Star
Wars, and Lord of the Rings (yes,
learn that the studio opened the
film everywhere on the same day
was because they knew it to be
terrible and wanted to rake in
their money before word spread).
I got to the theatre surprisingly
early. So early in fact that when I
walked into the theatre, the cred-
I had my buttered popcorn (deli-
cious artificial butter that goes by
the name Super Kiss II).
Then I sat and waited for half
an hour. I suffered through a sur-
prisingly difficult round of
celebrity name word scramble
with some of the more obscure
actors ever. Then I sat through a
race between Coke, Cherry Coke,
Sprite, and Diet Coke, twice. I
bet on Sprite both times. I lost
both times.
Then finally, after a slew of
fairly uninteresting previews
(except for Return of the King),
Matrix Revolutions began. It
would be an understatement to
say I was disappointed with this
film. Matrix Revolutions man-
aged to turn the Matrix trilogy
into the single worst trilogy of all
time: an unlimited number of
loose ends never tied up, empty
promises, poorly sketched char-
acters, and no real ending.
Even by itself, Revolutions is
one of the worst action films of
all time. Somehow Neo, played
by Keanu Reeves, becomes unbe-
lievably dumb. He doesn't seem
able to figure out that Bane is
Agent Smith (I apologize for
those that haven't seen the film)
despite Bane saying, "Don't you
recognize me, Mr. Anderson?
is. Laurence Fishburne, on the
other hand, has almost no role in
this film, despite being the
coolest character in the first two.
This time he takes back seat to
Jada Pinkett Smith as Captain
Niobi, and Christopher Kirby as
some kid that nobody remembers
from Reloaded.
I could go on and on about
the bad aspects of this film, but I
won't. I just wish more charac-
ters I didn't like would have died
other than Trinity. Whoops, did I
just say that Trinity dies in the
movie (so does Neo)? Oh well, I
guess you won't want to go see it
then (Neo fights Agent Smith in
the Matrix at the climax and
somehow wins despite losing the
fight).
Save your money. Hugo
Weaving as Agent Smith was the
films only enjoyable character.
The only thing that could have
saved the movie, other than sim-
ply having a legitimate ending,
would have been for Hugo
Weaving to have won and taken
over the entire world.
Nonetheless, I leave the series
there, never to mention its name
again. I'll just look forward to
Return of the King and pretend
Matrix Revolutions never hap-
pened.
so...
psychology, huh? Exhibited at Gallery
Way to go buddy.
You finally worked up the nerve to talk to that girl from Psych 101,
but you still sounded like a doofus with nothing intelligent to say.
That's where we come in.
.™'™..
v:!1'I0N i=?f~>' i VMt o u r website and subscribe to the Email Edition.
SS«i*iaswi(Mc===a* i You'll get the latest campus news, college sports,
r S I - ™ ^ ' . s t * . and calendar events delivered right to your Inbox. •
Filled with Intelligent topics...
•Subscribe to the Email Edition todayl
www.trinitytripodxom
continued from page I
spectrum relative to Puerto Rican
Posters. Landscapes illustrates
quite nicely the "art for beauty's
sake" end of the spectrum - pieces
created almost solely to capture
some essence of nature, to set
forth a particular aesthetic. This
month's Posters, however, is an
exhibition of pieces created pri-
marily to capture the very essence
of a social/political movement in
Puerto Rico. The posters, created
by the Department of Education
in Puerto Rico, represent a
charge of culture and con-
tent that is quite different
from the Landscapes
exhibit.
In the 1940s these
posters were created by
the hundreds, huge in size,
and were aimed at solving
some of the most preva-
lent problems in Puerto
Rico, including prevent-
ing disease, "instructing
the population about cer-
tain civic duties, advocat-
ing voting, and working
together as communities
to accomplish shared
goals." Their content
became more diverse as
conditions improved,
advertising cultural
events, films, and exhibi-
tions.
Some of Puerto Rico's most
well-known artists produced
these originals, including Rafael
Tufino, and Lorenzo Homar.
Irene Delano, first director of the
Graphics Section of the Division
of Community Education, was
the one who made the decision to
utilize the silk-screen process,
primarily because of scarce
money and resources. The silk-
screen poster later became an
important contribution to the art
of printmaking, influencing a
generation of Puerto Rican artists
who embraced the medium, pro-
ducing fine art silk-screens as
well as posters.
The vibrant posters contained
in the gallery, which we may dis-
miss as "propaganda, not art," are
in fact hugely significant to the
Puerto Rican culture and art his-
tory, adding not only color and
ICIA MEJORES
VIVIENDAS
www.austinarts.org
Translation: Toward Better Houses.
energy to the environment, but
addressing very real and present
social concerns. They are gor-
geous and powerful and offer a
glimpse into another place with
different concerns than our own,
but no less real and no less
human. These posters are a testa-
ment to art's power to change
one's own situation, as well as to
change the situations of others.
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f Featured Events:
On Tuesday, come to the Conn. Clean Car Forum.
If you're interested in clean air legislation or wish
your car didn't pollute so much, you'll find this
event very enaaeins. Speakers at the forum will
include State Senator Christopher Murphy (DJ. co-
chair of the Public Health Committee. Senator Bill
Afiiskovich fRJ. Senate Minority Leader. Trinity pro-
fessors, and a health specialist from the American
Luna Association. Each speaker will make five
minute speeches on the issue of clean air legisla-
tion related to strengthening auto emission stan-
dards in the state. Speeches will be followed by a
public question and answer period.
\
7-9 p.m. - Nov. 11 • Terrace Room B. Mather Hall
Leftover 6abn*n & 6poMe Paly Prid* with
Ran*. Robbing 0p\e
J l l l
Jllirheese Incident or Paspfe&anana &Lacb?ut you'll
llWiihJf:|;:iiiAd«|ii#P
. V l V . V l V ' •
" • • • ; : ; : - - 1 . : ; ! - : : ! : | :
il
Droptick Murpfiys Witit A\/M 0x\e T i i Hie / I I I I
- .,, siis :*! mm* MM
Casualties ...» ,jf
l l i J!%s hear s^me punk music this w^ i t With P5*'1' "Ilf
Pr^pkick Murphys. ^n^raL A J n W i f ^ W mmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmm
# ThiSiifh^w^iLL b<S:i;g pacl#d h^M|.)2... g<?t your
Isl v / I Z l ;%ickeli;;in adlince! ^ Ij
7 p.m. - Nuv. 18
UCTU KiS
Remembering Love, Forgetting
Everything Else: Now Voyager
Join Dr. Lauren Berlant, a professor of
English at the University of Chicago and one
of the leading scholars in queer studies. She
s the author of The Anatomy of National
Fantasy: Hawthorne, Utopia, and Everyday l^fe,
and The Queen of Amenta Gots to Washington.
! 1
4:lfkp.m, -Nov. 12 -AhmniLounge |
1 /
Jewisk Studies Lecture /
,/'
, . , / •
Jewish Studies,will be sponsgrMg a lecture
by Dr. Larry VogeTSnC^nSjCIollege. Dr.
Vogel will be speaking on "Judaism, Bioethics
and Politics." It will discuss Jewish views on
politically controversial issues such as abor-
tion and euthanasia.
8p.m. -Nov. 18 - RittenbergLounge
CHAP€L
HAPPCNINGS
Tuesday - Nov. 11
9 a.m. - Veterans' Day Observance - Chapel
Quad
noon - Second Tuesday Luncheon - Friendship
hapel - Reflection by Fr. Mike Dolan
9:30 p.m. - Banquet - Friendship Chapel
Wednesday - Nov. 12
noon - Roman Catholic Mass - Crypt Chapel
5 p.m. - Carillon Lessons
6 p.m. - Change Ringing Lessons
Thursday - Nov. 13
noon - Holy Eucharist service - Crypt Chapel
S:30 p.m. - ZEN Meditation - Crypt Chapel
Sunday - Nov. 16
1 p.m. - Roman Catholic Mass
5:15 p.m. - Trinity Vespers with Chapel Singers,
sermon by Margaret Pritchard '04
6:05 p.m. - Holy Eucharist Service - Friendship
Chapel
10 p.m. - Roman Catholic Mass
CT Spotlight Events
The Hartford Stage Company, located at 50
Church St. in downtown Hartford, presents its sixth
annual showing of Charles Dickens' A Christmas
Carol: A Ghost Story of Christmas. The timeless
tale of Ebenezer Scrooge, the miser who discovers
the true meaning of the holiday season after a
Christmas Eve haunting, has been adapted by the
Hartford Stage to great success. The show has
become this Tony Award winning theater's all time
most popular performance. The theater's sixty per-
formances will run from Nov. 13 to Dec. 27. Tickets
range from $20 to $60 and can be purchased by call-
ing (860) 527-5151. Preview performances begin
Nov. 13 and run through Nov. 18.
Come/ chech out
'kowvv
ICam/,
at 9 p.m/. on/Thursday.
Plu^, get r&ady for the/
introduction/ of Bantam/
nejitweek/. Aycdwayy,
come; and/ ta^te/ £k& atsort-
mevxt of delCcioiA4f coffees,
bold/daily.
CLASSIFIEDS
A "Reality" Spring Break
2004's Hottest Prices
Book now...Free Trips, Meals & Parties
www.sunsplashtours.com or
1-800-426-7710
Spring Break - Nassau/Paradise Island,
Cancun, Jamaica and Acapulco from $489.
Air, Hotel, Transfers, Parties and More!
Organize small groups - earn FBEE TRIPS
plus commissions I Call 1-800-GBT-SUN-l.
MOVIE EXTRAS/MODELS NEEDED
For Local Casting Calls
No Experience or Age Required
EARN UP TO $200 A DAY
1-888-820-0167
Spring Break 2004 -Travel with STS,America's #1
Student Tour Operator to Jamaica, Cancun,
Acapulco, Bahamas and Florida. Now hiring on-
campus reps. Call for group discounts.
Information/Reservations 1-800-648-4849 or
www.ststravel.com.
Spring Break '04 with Studentcity.com and Maxim
Magazine! Get hooked up with Free.Trips, Cash,
and VIP Status as a Campus Rep! Choose from 15
of the hottest destinations. Book early for FREE
MEALS, FREE DRINKS and 150% Lowest Price
Guarantee! To reserve online or view our Photo
Gallery, visitwww.studentcity.com or Call 1-888-
SPRINGBREAK
FREE. Couch with bed built in. Can sleep 1
guy or 2 girls comfortably. Buyer must come
and pick up couch from house on Fairfield
Ave. Couch is heavy so bring help.
Call Joel: 463-6219.
Students, Faculty: Advertise in Classifieds!
Looking for babysitters or need some help
raking leaves? Want to sell furniture or
appliances from your dorm room? Job
offerings? Include your ad in our expanded
classified section for just 30 cents a word.
E-Mail inquiries to tripod@trincoll.edu
CHINESE RESTAURANT
Hunan, Szechuan & Cantonese Style
TAKE OUT ORDERS
450 Franklin Ave.
(Corner of Brown St.)
Hartford, Conn. 06114
1.
2.
2b.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
14a.
14b.
14c.
15.
16.
17.
18.
19.
20.
21.
22.
22a.
22b.
22c.
23.
24.
25.
36.
37.
APPETIZERS
Egg Roll (each) 0.95
Shrimp Roll (each) 1.10
Spring Roll (each) 1.00
Fantail Shrimp (each) 1.00
Fried Wonton (12) 2.60
Fried or Steam Dumplings (6) 2.95 (10) 4.50 41
Chinese Roast Pork 4.75 42
Barbecued Spare Ribs (5) 5.50 43
Steak Teriyaki (5) 5.50
Fried Chicken Wings (5) 2.50
Fried Half Chicken 2.75
Fried Jumbo Shrimp (6) 4.70
Fried Chicken Finger (Sm.) 3.35 (Lg.) 5.50
French Fries 1.20
Pu Pu Platter (For 2) 9.75
2 Spare Ribs, 2 Chicken Wings. 2 Egg Roll, 2 Teriyaki.
2 Shrimps, 4 Wantons, 8 Chicken Fingers.
Boneless Ribs 4.95
Fried Banana (Palatano) 1.95
Fried Onion Rings 1.50
38.
39.
44.
45.
46.
47.
Rice
S O U P Pt.
Wonton Soup 1.15
Egg Drop Soup 1.00
Chicken Rice Soup 1.15
Chicken Noodle Soup 1.15
Bean Curd w. Chinese Veg. Soup 1.75
• Hot and Sour Soup 1.60
Wonton Egg Drop Soup 1.75
Dragon Phoenix Soup 4.45
Pork or Chicken Yat Gai Mein 3.50
Shrimp or Beef Yat Gai Mein 3.95
House Special Soup 2.95 4.45
48.
49.
50.
51.
52.
53.
Qi.
2.15
1-90
 5 4
2
-
1 5
 552.15 §?•
3.00 57
3.00
3.00 58.58a.
59.
60.
EGG FOO YOIWG 62!
(w. White or Brown Rice) Per Order 63.
Roast Pork Egg Foo Young 4.75 64.
Chicken Egg Foo Young 4 7 5 65.
.BeeLEggjpoo Youna •. .. F> 9^ 66.
MEW ITEMS
Crab Rangoon (6 Pcs.)
Fried wonton stuff with crabmeat and cheese.
Chicken Wings (12) with Garlic Sauce
Steamed Small Shrimp (50 Pcs.)
(w. Hot Season or Cocktail Sauce)
Buffalo Wings (12 Pcs.)
Chicken Teriyaki (4 Pcs.)
FRIED HICE PL
Roast Pork Fried Rice 2.75
Chicken Fried Rice 2.75
Beef Fried Rice : 2.95
Shrimp Fried Rice 3.35
Vegetable Fried Rice 2.45
Lobster Fried Rice 4.25
Young Chow Fried Rice 3.75
CHOW MELS / CHOP SUEY
& Criux Noodles) (w. White Rice or Brouin Rice) Pt.
Chicken Chow Mein / Chop Suey 2.95
Roast Pork Chow Mein / Chop Suey ..2.95
Beef Chow Mein / Chop Suey 3.15
Shrimp Chow Mein / Chop Suey 3.35
Vegetable Chow Mein / Chop Suey ....2.45
Lobster Chow Mein / Chop Suey 4.25
VEGETABLES
(w. White or Brown Rice) Pt.
Vegetable Delight 3.25
Moo Shu Vegetable (w. 5 Pancakes)
Sauteed Snow Pea Pods 3.45
•*> Bean Curd Szechuan Style 3.25
*. Broccoli w. Garlic Sauce 3.25
Sauteed String Beans 3.25
P O R K , (w. White or Brown Rice) Pt.
Roast Pork w. Chinese Vegetable 3.75
Roast Pork w. Broccoli 3.75
Roast Pork w. Bean Sprouts 3.75
Roast Pork w. Mushrooms 3.95
Roast Pork w. Green Pepper & Onion 3.75
Roast Pork w. Snow Pea Pods 3.95
Moo Shu Pork (w. 5 Pancakes)
Sweet & Sour Pork 3.75
3fi5
Qt. '
5.25 \
5.25
5.75
6.45
4.60
8.10
Qt.
5.75
5.75
5.95
5.95
5.95
5.95
Qt.
6.55
6.55
6.55
6.75
6.55
6.75
6.55
6.55
29.
30.
31.
32.
33.
34.
34a.
72.
73.
74.
75.
76.
77.
78.
79.
80.
81.
82.
83:
84.
85.
86.
87.
87a.
LOOTED?
(Soft Noodles) Pt.
Roast Pork Lo Mein 2.95
Chicken Lo Mein 2.95
Beef Lo Mein 3.35
Shrimp Lo Mein 3.45
Vegetable Lo Mein 2.75
Special Lo Mein 3.95
Lobster Lo Mein 4.55
'"*• Hot & Spicy Printed in Kcil
POULTRY
(w. White or Brown Rice)
Moo Goo Gai Pan 3 .
Chicken w. Broccoli •*•
Chicken w. Pepper Onion ;..-o-
Chicken Almond Ding •••••^
Chicken w. Cashew Nuts ^
Sweet & Sour Chicken ••• ^
Moo Shu Chicken (w. 5 Pancakes)
Chicken w. Snow Pea Pods o
Boneless Chicken ••
Dragon Phoenix
Lemon Chicken ••• -
Chicken w. Mixed Vegetables o
<-*. Kung Pao Chicken •*
•-*. Chicken w. Garlic Sauce ^
•-*. Hunan Chicken "?,
'-fc- Curry Chicken •*
Chicken w. String Beans 3
'fi'qc 69. ^  Pork w. Garlic Sauce .......3.95
" 70. ^  Shredded Szechuan Pork ...........3:95
71a. '•*- Hunan Pork 3.95
71b. -*• Double Cook Pork 3.95
_^'"71c. ' Pork w. String Beans 3.75
5 45 SIDE ORDERS
6.35White Rice (Pt.) 0.75 (Qt.)
6.55 Fried Noodles
4.95 Fortune Cookies
7.45
6.75
6.75
6.75
6.75
6.55
1.50
0.30
0.30
8.25
Pt.
75
4
95
Qt.
 8 9
6.55 90.
6.55 91
6.55 92'
6.55 93.
6.95 94
6.55 95'
6.75 96.
6.95 97.
f
•'•'
6 95
b 05
h.%
b 95
6 95
6.55
o i . •
Ola.
BEEF
(w. White or Brown Rice) Pt. Qt.
Pepper Steak w. Onion 3.95 6.95
Beef w. Broccoli 3.95 6.95
Beef w. Mushroom & Bamboo Shoot..4.25 7.55
Beefw. Chinese Vegetable 3.95 6.95
Beef w. Snow Pea Pods ..3.95 7.25
Mongolian Style Beef 3.95 7.25
Moo Shu Beef (w. 5 Pancakes) 7.25
Beefw. Tomatoes 3.95, 6.95
Beef w. Mixed Vegetables 3.95 7.25
Kung Pao Beef... 3.95 7.25
Beefw. Garlic Sauce...: 3.95. 7.25
Szechuan Beef ! 3.95 7.25
Huium Beef 3.95 7.25
Curry Beef 3.95 7.25
Beef w. String Beans 3,95 6.95
1.95
3.50
5.95
3.50 t
,3.35 i
Qt.
4.95
4.95 i
5.65
6.45 I
4.45 :
7.95 }
6.95 i
HOUSE SPECIALTIES
(with White Rice or Brown Rice)
1. SEAFOOD DELIGHT 9.95
Fresh shrimp, scallops, lobster meat sauteed
w. assorted Chinese vegetable.
2 . HAPPY HOLIDAY . : . 9 .95
Lobster, shrimp, scallops, white meat, chick-
en, roast pork ui. mixed uegetables.
3 . TRIPLE CROWN 8.95
Roast pork, chicken, beef w. mixed vegetable
in brown sauce.
4. FOUR SEASONS 9 .25
Jumbo shrimp, chicken, beef and roast pork
w. assorted vegetable in oyster sauce.
5. LAKE TUNG TING SHRIMP 8 .95
Jumbo shrimp marinated w. broccoli, mush-
room, pork and bamboo shoots, baby corn in
egg white sauce.
6. BEEF W. SCALLOPS . .9.50
A sauory mix of beef steak and sea scallops w.
Chinese vegetable in oyster sauce.
7. SESAME CHICKEN OR
ORANGE CHICKEN 8 .00
Chunks of chicken, stir-fired w. our chefs
sesame sauce.
8. ^ GENERAL TSO'S CHICKEN 7.95
Chunks of chicken, stir-fired w. our Chef's
spicy hot sauce.
9. GARLIC COMBINATION 8 .75
Shrimp, beef, chicken w. shredded uegetables
in garlic sauce.
10. <"*. KUNG PAO THREE THINGS 8 .50
Shrimp, beef, chicken w. peanut mix & vegetables.
1 1 . ^ HUNAN THREE KINGS 9.50
Shrimp, beef, chicken w. mixed vegetables in
hot spice crown sauce.
1 2 . ^ GENERAL TSO'S OR ORANGE BEEF..8.5O
PLATES
(Served w. Pork Fried Rice & Egg Roll)
C 1. Chicken Chow Me'in 5.25
C 2. Shrimp Chow Mein 5.75
C 3. Pork or Chicken Egg Foo Young ...5.75
C 4. Moo Goo Gai Pan 5.75
C 5. Chicken w. Broccoli 5.75
C 6. Sweet & Sour Chicken or Pork 5.75
C 7. Roast Pork w. Chinese Vegetable 5.75
C 8. Roast Pork or Chicken Lo Mein 5.75
C 9. Roast Pork w. Broccoli 5.75
C 10. Bar-B-Q Spare Ribs or Boneless Ribs ..6.50
C l l . Beef w. Broccoli 5.75
C 12. Pepper Steak w. Onion 5.75
C 13. Shrimp w. Broccoli 6.50
C 14. Shrimp w. Chinese Vegetable 6.50
C 15. Shrimp w. Lobster Sauce 6.50
C 18. Chicken w. Cashew Nuts 5,75
C 19. Beef w. Chinese Vegetable 5.75
C 20. Vegetable Delight 5.75
C 2 1 . ^ Curry Chicken or Beef 5.75
C 22.°*- Chicken w. Garlic Sauce 6.50
C 2 3 . ^ Hunan Beef 6.50
C 24,-*- Szechuan Beef 6.50
C 25.-"% Hunan Shrimp 6.50
C 26.'"*- Hunan Chicken .6.50
C 27. Steak Teriyaki or Chicken Teriyaki ......6.50
C 28."*• General Tso's Chicken or Orange Chicken..6,50
C29. Sesame Chicken 6.50
SEAFOOD
(w. White or Brown Rice) Pt Qt.
102. Shrimp w. Lobster Sauce...... 4.25 7.95
103. Shrimp w. Broccoli.. 4.25 7.95
104. Shrimp w. Bean Sprout. 4.25 7.95
105. Shrimp w. Chinese Vegetable 4.25 7.95
106. Shrimp w. Snow Pea Pods 4.50 8.25
107. Shrimp w. Cashew Nuts 4.50 8.25
108. Shrimp w. Mixed Vegetables 4.50 8.25
109. Sweet & Sour Shrimp.... 4.50 8.25
110. Moo Shu Shrimp (w. 5 Pancakes) ;.... 8.25
111. Pepper Shrimp w. Onion 4.25 7.95
112. ^ Kung Pao Scallop 4.70 8.95
113 •••. Scallop w. Garlic Sauce .4.70 8,95
114. •"*• Hunan Shrimp .....4.50 8.25
115. -*• Kung Pao Shrimp 4.50 8.25
116. °»- Shrimp w. Garlic Sauce 4.50 8.25
116a.'•*.Curry Shrimp 4.50 8.25
116b. Shrimp w. String Beans....... , .4.25 7.95
: 296 - 4 0 0 0 / S 9 6 - 1741 •••^
SPECIALTIES DISHES "*• French Fries or w- Bo"*™ (Phtano) w. Beef or Shrimp
^ r A U l d l v l l l ^ 1J19IUO .
 p / a i n . . Plain Fries Rice Chicken or Pork Fried Rice Fried Rice
Fried 1/2 Chicken 2.75 3.45...... 3.95 4 95
Chicken Wings (4) 2.00 3.10 3.75 .. 4 25
Pork Chop 2.95 3.35 3.95... 4 75
Fried Fish 2.75 3.50 4.25..... ..4.75
American Fried Shrimps (6) 4.70 5.25 5.95. 6 50
Fried 21 Shrimps 3.60 4.25 4.95 ..5.50
Fried Chicken Finger ....3.35 4.15 , 4.75.. • . 5 50
Chicken Gizzards 2.00 ......2.85 3.60 , 3 95
Fried Scallops 2.85 ...3.55 4.25 4 75
2 Chicken Wings & 2 Spare Ribs 3.25 4.15 4.75 ....5,25
Fried Rib Tips 3.25 3.75 4.50 5.25
Boneless Ribs..... .4.95 5.25 5.50 5.95
Crab Stick : 2.75....... ....3.45 3.95 4.75
S 1.
S 2.
S 3.
S 4.
S 5.
S 6.
S 7.
S 8.
S 9.
S10.
S l l .
S12.
S13.
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Football Takes All With Meticulous Efficiency
, • • ' - . . . • • • • • . • . - . . . - • - . ,
continued from page 24
Trinity career record for sacks with 23.
Greg Tanner '04 made his presence felt all
around, with four tackles, an interception,
one pass defended, and a half sack. Tim
Mullaney also had an interception, his
NESCAC-leading seventh of the season.
The Bantam defense has been the story
all season, and Saturday's win gave Trinity
their fourth shutout of the season. Trinity
had shutouts over Williams, Bowdoin, and
Amherst before Saturday's game. They
also finish the season leading NCAA
downs on the next three possessions, a 15-
yard run from Finkledey, a 35-yard touch-
down pass from sophomore Erik Paisley to
a diving Pat Straub '05, and a 13-yard pass
from Paisley to tight end Pat McBrien '05.
With 1:35 remaining before the half,
Finkleday took a screen pass 16 yards from
sophomore Josh Pitcher into the end zone
to put Trinity up 39-0 at halftime. Wesleyan
fans began to exit Jessee/Miller field, and
the Bantams were well on their way to an
undefeated season and their 14th straight
victory.
"It was a great feeling, to end my career on a posi-
tive note like that... But going 8-0 is more memo-
rable, and I'm really proud..." - Tom Pierandri '04
Division III, allowing just 3.7 points and
187.5 yards per game on defense.
Trinity received the kickoff to open the
game, and tested Wesleyan's defense with
the run, but were forced to punt.
Wesleyan couldn't get anything started
either, going six plays and netting only
three yards.
Trinity took over after the punt, and,
having figured out how to pick apart the
Wesleyan defense, hitched a ride on the
Pierandri Express. On the third play of the
drive, Pierandri took the ball into the end
zone on a 47-yard run, with an entourage of
Trinity blockcrs leading the way. He was
unstoppable all day, swiftly cutting, spin-
ning, and using his blockers in the open
field to run the Wesleyan defense ragged.
Pierandri would take the ball into the end
zone again after Tanner made a diving
interception at the Wesleyan 37 yard line.
Trinity's defense left no openings for
Carney and the Cardinals, and the offense
came through, scoring three more touch-
The NESCAC champs were kept out of
the end zone in the third quarter, but a
touchdown pass from Pitcher to sophomore
Justin Gonzalez from eight yards out in the
fourth, and a 19-yard run right up the gut
by sophomore running back Brad Davis
finished off the scoring for Trinity, and put
them up 53-0.
The Trinity Bantams accomplished
their goal of going 8-0 and winning a
NESCAC championship, dominating
teams as they have all season. This is their
second straight championship under Head
Coach Chuck Priore, but this year they
have it all to themselves. Trinity outscored
their opponents 248-30, their defense
yielding only four touchdowns and one
field goal all season.
"[Coach Priore] told us how proud he
was of us," Pierandri said about Priore's
speech to the team after the game. "He said
we worked hard for it this year, and the last
four years, and that we deserved this cham-
pionship."
Chuck Pratt
Safety Tim Mullaney
PASSING
Avg/G
Erik Paisley
101.2
Josh Pitcher
42.7
RUSHING
Tom Pierandri
Drew Finkeldey
RECEIVING
Patrick Straub
Bradley Soules
Daniel Mackay
04 led the league with seven interceptions.
GP
8
7
GP
8
8
Season Stat
Effic
130.30
85.27
Leaders
Att-Qnp-Int Pet
115-64-1 55.7
61-25-4 41.0
Att Gain
207 1079
112
GP
8
8
8
673
N o .
17
1 5
1 1
Yds
810
299
Loss Net Avg TD
14 1065 5
27 646 5
Yds Avg
262 1 5 . 4
233 1 5 . 5
133 12 . 1
1 12
8 3
TD
1
2
1
TD Lng
6 39
3 6G
Long
47
53
Long
4 3
6 0
3 5
Avg/G
133.
80
1
8
Avg/G
3 2
2 9
1 6
8
1
6
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Career Services
THE BEST WAY TO PREDICT YOUR FUTURE IS TO CREATE IT...
Upcoming Resume Deadlines on Trinity Recruiting!
Tuesday, November 11
Trinity College — Administrative Assistant, Buildings and Grounds
Friday, November 14
City of New York — NYC Police Officer
University of Connecticut — Data Analyst
Trinity College — Annual Giving Officer
Forrester Research — Research Associate-Cambridge, MA; Data
Specialist, Program Manager-Cambridge, MA
John Edwards for President — Edwards for President Campaign Intern
Resource Group Staffing —- Administrative Assistant-PT
Learn —- Remedial Reading Teacher .
Saturday, November 15
Turpentine Creek Wildlife Refuge — Animal Keeper Intern
Newsday — 2004 Summer Internships
Monday, November 17
Hartford, The — Research Senior Consultant
Tuesday, November 18
Abercrombie & Fitch (Interviews on Campus 11/21/03) — MIT/
Home Office
Ruder Finn, Inc. — Executive Training Program-Winter 2004 Session
Wednesday, November 19
Goodman Resources — Derivatives Documentation Specialist; Exec.
Secretary/Higher Ed Marketing Coordinator
Friday, November 21
Wachovia Securities — Telemarketing ~
Asian Family Services -^- Vietnamese Interpreter-PT
New Dimensions in Technology, Inc. (NDT) — Technical Consultant
Merriam-Webster — Sales Representative
National Center for Victims of Crime, The — Deputy Director of
Victim Services
AT&T — Business Account Manager (BAM); Corporate Account
Manager 1; Enteiprise Corporate Account Manager I
Monday, November 24
The Lotos Club — Private Dining Coordinator
Tribune FOX 61 WTIC TV — Production Technician (Part-Time);
2
Monday, November 24 (continued)
Tribune Television Account Executive; Local Sales Manager; Master
Control Operator (P/T)
Wednesday, November 26
Goodman Resources — Investment Management Administrative
Assistant; Administrative Coordinator
Friday, November 28
Hartford, The (Interviews on Campus 12/03/03) — Commercial
Lines Underwriter
Gold, Orluk & Partners — Marketing Assistant - PT
Action Environmental — Field Engineer
New York University— International Student Advisor
Unitex — Intern
Newbury College — Coordinator of International Student Services
Hartford Hospital — Project Assistant '
Sunday, November 30
Tallan — Software Developers
Monday, December 1
Congresswoman Nancy L. Johnson — Intern for Congresswoman
Johnson-Spring 2004
Lincoln Financial Group (Interviews on Campus 12/04/03) — Client
Service Consultant; Claim Examiner
Lebanon Historical Society — Part-Time Director
TVR Communications-Television Rental Company — Customer
Service Representative-Hartford Hospital
Digital Visions, LLC — Computer Lab Instructor and Lab Monitor -
School Age Program or Adult Program
George Little Management, Inc — Show Coordinator
Please visit Trinity Recruiting for application information at:
http://trincoll.erecruiting.com
We're available Monday through Friday, 8:30 AM to 5:00 PM
Walk-in hours are 12:00 to 5:00 PM
Wednesday night walk-ins from 6:00 PM to 9:00 PM
Visit Trinity Recruiting often for latest updates on
events, special programs and job listings
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Hockey Returns to Ice
continued from page 24
each played in at least 22 games last year.
Timmins was another offensive threat, tal-
lying 21 points (seven goals and 14
assists).
The Bantams will definitely miss their
captains from last year; Andrew Haider and
Greg O'Leary. Both 2003 graduates had
great leadership and toughness, and were
major factors to their team's success last
season. However, numerous significant
members are returning to the Bantams
squad. Juniors Joseph Ori, Jeff Natale, and
Ryan Stevens finished first, second, and
fourth in team scoring, respectively, com-
bining for 50 goals and 45 assists in their
sophomore campaigns. Ori, an All-
NESCAC selection, led the team with 36
points (17 goals and 19 assists) while
Natale, also an All-New England baseball
selection, tallied 31 points (13 goals and 18
assists). Stevens did his part, scoring a
team-high 20 goals and eight assists for 28
points.
The other captain this year is senior
Dan Gullstrom, a two-time NESCAC All-
Academic honoree and the College's
Junior Male Scholar Athlete of the year.
Gullstrom, along with classmate Stephen
LaBrie, combined for 22 goals and 19
assists last season from their forward spots.
Other seniors include Thomas Pierandri, an
All-NESCAC running back in football, and
Kevin Dmochowsky, Junior Kevin
Hathaway is a tough and physical player,
and sophomores Cameron Finch, Bryan
Crabtree, Rick Massuci, and Barrett
Wilson-Murphy are all-around solid con-
tributors. The roster is full of talented ath-
letes who will undoubtedly look to improve
on last year's record.
"We have a lot of depth up front and an
Ail-American goalie," said LaBrie. "Last
year was the farthest Trinity has ever gone
[winning NESCAC and entering the
NCAA tournament] and that experience
gives us confidence going into this year
that we can go even farther."
The men's ice hockey team surprised New England last year.
www.trincoll.edu
Wrestlers Shaping Up
for Upcoming Season
The wrestling team wants to keep rts national ranking.
continued from page 24
year, Amato continued that, "... we have
high expectations ... we're ranked first in
preseason in the our conference (NEC-
CWA) and number 21 in the country," but
made it clear that the team would not let the
success of the past two seasons grow into
complacency this year. Last year's team did
not eclipse the success of the 2001-02
squad which won the NECCWA Team
Championships.
When pressed further about the team's
potential, Amato stated, "We're going to do
well this year, if we can stay reasonably
healthy, especially because of the parity in
our league - but yeah, I am very excited for
the season."
"Last year was the first year we were
consistently ranked in the nation, that was
significant — we won as a team and had an
outstanding record, but we didn't win the
New England [Individual] Championships,
so that will be an improvement we hope
for.
www.trincoll.edu
Projected Starters
125
133
141
149
157
165
174
184
197
Hvy
Jim Malone
Will Mqyet
Mark Foresi
Mark Romeo
Eric Vianni
Wes Connell
Dave Bucco
Matt Webster
Mike Doros
Mike Blair
i
•i
11:00AM TO 2;00AM
HARTFORD
498B FAHMINGTON AVENUE
236-2616
CHEESE PIZZA
14" Medium $8.99 16" Large $10.99
Additional Toppings: $1.00 on Med. $1.30 on Large
Bacon Hamburger Pepperoni Broccoli
Garlic Onions Spinach Tomatoes
Mushrooms Sausage Eggplant Anchovies
Ricotta Cherry Olives Peppers
Peppers
SHEET PAN PIZZA $16.99
Additional ToppingjS! $2.00 each (4 Hours Notice Please)
CITY PIZZA SPECIALTIES
!
 Medium Large
HOUSE SPECIAL $11.99 $15.99
Sausage, meatball, pepperoni, mushroom, onions,
peppers •••'•'..
CHICKEN PESTO $11.99 ....$14.99
Fresh mozzarella, fresh chicken and sliced tomatoes
basted in Pesto Sauce
SHRIMP PESTO $11.99 $14.99
Fresh Mozzarella, shrimp and sliced tomatoes :
basted in Pesto Sauce
WHITE PIE $9.99 $11.99
Fresh Mozzarella, romano cheese, garlic, parsley,
oregano, and olive oil
WHITE CLAM $9.99 $11.99
Baby clams, romano cheese, garlic, parsley, oregano
andoliveoil
RANCH CHICKEN.... $11.99 $14.99
Fresh Mozzarella, fresh chicken, garlic, onions,
tomatoes, basted in ranch dressing
HAWAIIAN ...: $11.99 $14.99
Pineapple and ham
SALADS
CHICKEN SALAD $6.25
Chicken breast, cheese, lettuce, tomatoes, olives and
cucumbers.
CHEF SALAD $5.99
Ham, turkey, cheese, lettuce tomatoes, cucumbers,
green peppers and olives.
ANTIPASTO $5.99
Salami, pepperoni, cheese, mushrooms, eggplant,
cucumbers, olives', green peppers, lettuce and
tomatoes '
TUNA SALAD $5.99
Tuna, lettuce, cheese tomatoes, olives and cucumbers
GREEK SALAD $5.99
Feta cheese, lettuce, tomatoes, green peppers
CAESAR SALAD $5.75
With Chicken Breast $7.75
TbS.SEPSALAD...V....Urg.$4.50 Sm.$2.25
French, Blue Cheese, Ranch.Thousand Island, :
Italian.Creamy Italian, Greek Caesar
EXTRA DRESSING 40
DESSERT
DELIVERY
With $7.00
Minimum Purchase
The Best
Pina
for the
PASTA AND DINNERS
MOZZARELLASTfcKS?8) I l l " S P A G H E T T I 0 R Z m WITH S A U C 6 - - - - $ 6 . 5 0
CHICKEN FINGERS !15'25 SPAGHETTI OFt ZITI WITH MEATBALLS........7.99
GARLIC BREAD WITH CHEESE (16")":::: 13.25 SPAGHETTI OR ZITI WITH SAUSAGE . . i—-7.99
FRiES/i5HiESE"!'.!!!!!'.".!".'.'.'.;'.".'.!'.!!!".!""!!";!!!S;2'.99 E G G P L A N T PARMIGIANA WITH PASTA......7.99
ONION RINGS ....$1.99 CHICKEN PARMIGIANA WITH PASTA 8 95
CINNAMON STICS .$3.99 u n l l ' l v t N H A H M I U I A N A W I T H PASTA ........a.aa
BREADSTICKS !...$2.99 VEAL PARMIGIANA WITH PASTA 7.99
CHIPS "Z""":;;:;;;....;5o BAKED zm ..........*....; .....7.99
SIDE ORDERS
ClieeseCake ......:.. ......$2.25
Chocolate Cake , .$3.25
BEVERAGES
:oke, Orange, Sprite, Lemonade, Pepsi,
Snapple, Water, Orangina, Apple Juice &
Orange Juice
GRINDERS
8" Halt
COOKED SALAMI ....$4.50 .
PASTRAMI 4.50 .
GENOA ...4,50 .
HAM 4.50 .
TURKEY ....i..,4.50 .
PEPPERONI 4.50 .
ROAST BEEF .........4.50 .
TUNA 4.50 .
COMBO (2 kinds of above). .4.50 .
EGGPLANT PARMIGIANA 4.50 .
CHICKEN CUTLET >.. 4.50 .
CHICKEN PARMIGIANA 4.50 .
VEAL PARMIGIANA 4,50,.
VEAL CUTLET ..4.50 .
STEAK/CHEESE ., .4.50 .,
MEATBALLS 4.50 ..
SAUSAGE 4.50 .,
FISH 4.50 ..
B.L.T 4.50.,
VEGGIE/CHEESE 4.50..
ITALIAN 4.99 ..
STUFFED SHELLS ..........7.99
16-Wnole MEAT RAVIOLI ......:...7.99
,$9.00 CHEESE RAVIOLI ..........7.99
...9.00
...9.00
...9.00
Includes salad and roll
..9.00
..9.00
..9.00
..9.00
..9.00
..9.00
..9.00
..9.00
..9.00
..9.00
..9.00
..9.00
..9.00
..9.00
..9.00
.9.98
CALZONES
Calzones ...... 5.75
Each additional item ,75 , •
FRIED CHICKEN & SEAFOOD
Fried.Shrimp .......7.50
Fish & Chips 7.50
4 Pieces Fried Chicken 7.50
Served with Coleslaw & French Fries
Cuititi©
Special
Large Cheese
10 Wings (Fingers)
2 Liter Soda
$15.99
Topping Extra '
236-2616
2 Liter
Soda
With any Large
Cheese Pizza
FREE
236-2616
$1.00
OFF
Medium Cheese Pizza
or 2 Cans of Soda
FREE
236-2616
|Ooupon can't be combined with any other offer.
Must mention coupons when ordering. |
Coupon can't be combined with any other offer, | Coupon can't be combined with any other ofler.
Must mention coupons when ordering. Must mention coupons whan ordering.
Buy a Large
Cheese
With one Topping and
Get a Second Large
Cheese for
$6.9
236-2616
"Coupon can'i be combined with any other offer.
BWust mention coupons when ordering.
Buy 16"
Giant
Grinder and Get
1 Bag of Chips & 1
Can of Soda
FREE
, 2*«-2«l« l i ,
^Coupon can't be combined with any other offer. Coupon can't be combined with any other offer.*
•Must mention coupons when ordering. ^iust mention cpupons when ordering.
$2.00
OFF
Large
Cheese Ft
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Bantams Top NESCAC, Embarrass Wesleyan
Nation's Leading Defense, Pierandri's School-Record 304 Rushing Yards Overwhelm Stunned Cardinals
BEN LEONG
SPORTS WRITER
In a game that the NESCAC
champions needed to win, the
final chapter in their storybook
undefeated season, the Trinity
Bantams proved just how much
they wanted victory with a 53-0
drubbing of the visiting Wesleyan
Cardinal Saturday. Trinity's
defense was suffocating, never
allowing Wesleyan to get on
irack.
Senior running back Tom
Pierandri rushed for a school and
league record 304 yards and two
touchdowns, displaying a combi-
nation of raw power and speed for
which Wesleyan had no answer.
"It was a great feeling, to end
my career on a positive note like
that," Pierandri said. "But going
8-0 is more memorable, and I'm
really proud of that."
It was fitting that the champi-
on Trinity squad would return
home to Jessee/Miller Field to
clinch the 8-0 record they'd been
working for all year, and to put on
one final show for their fans.
But this show was one
Wesleyan would have liked to
miss. When the smoke cleared,
Trinity had out-gained Wesleyan
in total yardage, 563 to 117 yards.
Wesleyan was held to negative 12
yards on the ground, while
Wesleyan :(4|4)
NESCAC STANDINGS
1 Trinity
2 Williams
3 Tufts
Colby
5 Amherst
Wesleyan
Middlebury
8 Bates
Hamilton
10 Bowdoin
(8-o)
(6-2)
(5-3)
(5-3)
(4-4)
(4-4)
(4-4)
(2-6)
(2-6)
(0-8)
Chuck Pratt
Tom Pierandri's '04 1,079 yards in 2003 has helped Trinity start a dynasty.
session for 41 minutes and 18
seconds, while the Cardinals held
Trinity's rushing game amassed
464 yards. The Bantams had pos-
onto the ball for just under 19
minutes.
Wesleyan's Brennan Carney
completed 17 of 39 passes for 129
yards, but his passes were inter-
cepted four times by a blanket-
like Trinity secondary. Mshangwe
Crawford paced all receivers with
four catches for 38 yards, but
Wesleyan dropped many catch-
able balls in the cold weather.
Andrew Stuerzel rushed for seven
yards on four carries, and Carney
rushed eight times for negative 19
yards, mostly on sacks, to bring
Wesleyan's rush total to an
embarrassing negative 12 yards
on the day.
Carney needed 168 yards to
set the Wesleyan record for pass-
ing in the season, 203 yards to set
the NESCAC record for a season,
and 242 to set the Wesleyan
career record. Trinity's defense
would not allow him to reach any
of those records.
Trinity only completed six of
12 passes, but their completions
went a long way; four of those
completions were for touch-
downs. Pierandri's 304 rushing
yards gave him 1,065 on the sea-
son, the first Trinity running back
to reach the 1,000 yard plateau
since Ray Jones in 1996. Drew
Finkeldey rushed for 116 yards
on 19 carries to help terrorize
Wesleyan's defense.
Senior defensive end Jamie
Creed led the Bantams with six
tackles and three sacks to set the
see FOOTBALL on page 22
Men's Hockey Ranked 9th
Last Year's D-III Quarterfinalists Want More This Winter
CAT MAHER
SPORTS WRITER
Last year, the men's ice hock-
ey team finished the season with
their best record in history: 19-6-
2 overall and 15-3-1 in the
NESCAC league. The Bantams
were the NESCAC champions,
defeating Middlebury College for
the title 4-2. They received an
automatic .bid to the NCAA
Division III tournament as a
result of this win. The team is
starting up again with almost
everyone returning and is ready to
live up to the high expectations
that have been built for them.
A key returning player is jun-
ior All-American Doug Kisielius,
continuing Trinity's storied tradi-
tion of outstanding goaltenders.
Kisielius finished among the
national leaders in minutes
(1,553), winning percentage
(.750), saves (676), save percent-
age (.912), and GAA (2.51) last
season. Smart, fundamentally
sound and often unbeatable,
Kisielius posted five shutouts,
including three in a row that were
part of a 226-minute scoreless
streak.
Another significant member
www.trincoll.edu
This year's team returns its strong core.
of the team is senior Tim Joncas, impact this year. Returning from
injury this year is junior Andris
Kozlovskis of Latvia, who played
in only 13 games last year. The
sophomore class of blue-liners is
outstanding; Brendan Timmins,
John Newhall, and Rico Murtha
see HOCKEY on page 23
a co-captain this year. Not only a
strong defender, Joncas is great
on the offensive end as well. He
had 21 points last season (4 goals
and 17 assists). Senior Colin
Wilson-Murphy is also a talented
defender expected to have an
Wrestling Team
Returns in Form
WILL YANG
SPORTS EDITOR
This winter's wrestling team
hopes to improve on their suc-
cessful season of one year ago
when they went 23-3 and won
their first New England College
Conference Wrestling
Association (NECCWA) Duals.
Championship title. The team
also finished in second place at
the NECCWA Individual Team
Championships.
Led by 2002-03 NECCWA
Coach of the Year Sebastian
Amato, the team's high expecta-
tions will be backed up by nation-
ally ranked wrestlers in sopho-
more heavyweight Michael Blair
and senior co-captain 141-
pounder Mark Foresi. The team
will experience very little drop
off due to graduation, as they
return all but two letter winners
from a season past.
Blair is the number-two
ranked heavyweight in the nation
and finished last season with a
surprising rookie record of 30-4.
He is coming off of a football sea-
son where he helped lead the
Bantams to a second consecutive
NESCAC title from his starting
defensive-end position. Blair was
also an All-New England shot
putter last spring.
Foresi is coming back this
season as a fifth year-senior after
missing last year with an injury.
Ranked sixth in the nation in the
141-pound weight class, Foresi
has been to the National
Championships three times in his
college career and has a 67-24
record including 14 pins. He also
received All-American honors as
a sophomore.
Foresi's co-captains include
seniors Mike Doros and Wes
Connell who are both all-New
England selections this year at
their respective 197-pound and
165-pound weight classes.
The wrestling program start-
ed team practices in the past week
and according to Coach Amato,
"It was our first week, practice is
going good." He seemed satisfied
with the team's early develop-
ment, citing a few cases of minor
injuries and sickness as the team's
only hindrance. Freshman 133-
pounder Dan Whalley is awaiting
further news from doctors on a
possible sprained knee.
About his outlook for this
see WRESTLERS on page 23
